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Kevin Killian 

Four Flies on Gray V elver 

fl Marchi di Naescere: 
the old dead family heirloom , watch closely as 

Mimsy Farmer, a blond kitten with an American backhand 
one more box with me, Mimsy pleads 

in the dying arms of the old box pedlar 

Non!He sings with a kind of visionary rapture 
tucking cats into sandwiches for the poor 

people of Rome-Non! She plays her trump, 
a perfect circlet of guitar hole for the masses, 

he eyes it needily, oh Mims y, shame! 

for you are rich as velvet in the gray matter 
while he's needy, though what a cenorous bagpipe oflove, 

can 't you have spent your largesse in a different light? Take 
the old surgeon of Rome, he's poor as four flies, 

cradling the enormous Marchi di Naescere 

while you hack away and blame the stud husband 
whose only crime is snooping through demesne. 

Box man shakes his black and white, sorry 
but-No! His famous aria, "No n!" 

Noc in a million years, Mimsy Farmer! 

In a way too bad, since you are only the victim 
of a rapacious dad and absent woman thing who cared 

but couldn't cut the mustard, while chevery three
dimensionality of characters doom chem 

to moody baby doom a yam, etc. 
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As one by one, the men I knew and loved, or disliked 
leave this planet due to a rapacious virus 

my widow wear gets lots of use 
in the middling funeral march hare nightmare 

that's the way of our times, I know, but 

how can I keep going, tell me, Mimsy Farmer 
the weakness of support, the get well cards unsent 

saquinavir trickles into vein like syrup 
the insipid drain of hospital white, wash your hands 

how to keep from screaming as one by one 

Ammonia wreaks their joints, a look alike 
and death looks more like a person than he used to 

look at me, under the fringe of hair 
Or over the raggy edge of an old book of old Foucault theory 

when I had my jacket on, black leather, 

gray velvet. When I walked into the crowd, forgetting 
my fly was open, and you lingered behind me, pointing 

I have been embarrassed again 
by my genitals ' behavior, and how they once peeked 

into the face of a world-wide epidemic, etc., 

yet a cat can look at a king , in the films of Dario 
Argento, and way to go, Mimsy Farmer for your 

sterling performance in his 
strange fever. Nasty patches on my epidermis 

like four flies, on gray velvet, but nothing 
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Profondo Thrilling 

Now the things that are coming to an end, 
who will believe them? 
Preposterous mettle, cheeky pets, 
he hid them all in the date palm, 
while I searched the landscape 
the moving portrait 
which bled real tears into gullible goblet 

When I was twenty-one he was always 
there a step older then my soldier 
on the streets of Greenwich Village in 
jelly stores, tiger lilies, questions 
for Laura 

The voice in the suitcase 
a man darker and older than 

the rainbow, in puddle of oil, Bleecker Street 
gutter. You know how you' re reading a book, 
it's good, the pages on the right 
grow thinner, 
you don't want it to end, there 's a clue 
right there in the patchwork quilt, 
baby let's swing 

Long, red, ropy kind of stiff statuary 
Where is the night lustre? 
Past my sorrows, 
rafting down on the glory river 
where I searched for his trail, 
the living ball 
that glowed an unearthly silvery prick-
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Stomach, colon, brain acting up, and 
over in Berkeley a magic school 
I met him on a Sunday 
and he taught me how to skip 
week days, smoking his weed, whack, 
seven strange clues 
to guide me to a future sickness, a child 

Least he had the grace to look ashamed 
his whole broken-ass mule train 
Foolish burro of the north lands, 
why do you shy away at strangers? 
What's the worst that could happen? 
The haunted attic 
over your headdress files you under-

I feel it in the ocean, often, the unthinking wave, 
Surf white and brown in caps, like 
mushrooms that come alive then plink 
Red-yellow honey, sassafras and 
... then it's winter, 
black mouth moves in the talking snowman 
"Ah, Kevin, you're so jejune" 

Brrrr ! Talk about frosty! I met him on 
the breadline, giving him enormous 
kicks in the ass 
I never wanted him to go, but noting 
the strange likeness, moved toward him 
like two bananas from the same 
clump in bodega 

hot summer patchouli night stand 
with silver bangles cooling Spanish Harlem 
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fourth floor porch 
ghost parade, shadows vanish 
so there I am, egg on my face and 
unbelievable growing rock, slowly 
erect at a dance I hide with my coat flap 

-profondo thrilling- Now the 
things that are coming to an end 
there is nothing beyond them 
but surrey 
Wait, buddy boy! Invisible chimes 
hang from the theater ceiling, safety curtain 
let it come down , thud, swish, 

plop . Execution completed, 
on the bare stage a man lies dead, his 
body a motley of harlequin lights 
and black diamonds. 
Hide your heart, the yellow phantom 
whispers at the corner of the curtain 
Places please 
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Udo Kier 

The boy, dead on the forest floor: 
rough tongue of deer licking his face, salty as sugar. 
Spindly legs of deer, spindly as origami: 
his body, wasted and angry in death. 
Who is that boy, Rick Jacobsen, why do I see his face 
lying still, pale, in the forest glade? 
Overhead a bland ceiling of green leaves, sun poking through 
Onto the glade of black, gritty dirt, pine smell. 

"Rick Jacobsen, this is Udo Kier." 
Rick Jacobsen , his red hair stained with sap and mousse . 
Deer stand on spindly legs counting his freckles, 
His corpse found awkward in baggy ACT UP style shorts, big shoes 

unlaced: 
rich clothes fit over angry thin body , 
human body now food for a forest of foragers. 
Big owl in treetop high, hoots out his name, "Red boy," 
signalling four legged-predators. Red in tooth and 
claw-footed they stagger like walking tables; 
in silence they approach, not to honor the dead 
but to shorten the world, thumping the floor 
at midnight, so that by daybreak, 
Jesus, you see all these deer licking his face. 

Tongues pry open his pale eyelids slightly: 
Rick 's blue eyes blank but filled with green sun, forest light 
where Ernest Hemingway prowled these big woods 
where I introduced Rick to Udo Kier 
giggle 
the mad giggle of Udo Kier trying to speak English at a party 
at Brett Reichman's opening at Rena Bransten gallery 
and he signed my autograph book 
he wrote that he loved me. 
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Up in country outside of Wisconsin 
with a big dog, the body heaves 
tumbled aside by bear and game, outside of law. 

His dirty face, now clean and wet, now streaked with mud; 
his eyes and mouth jewels on the floor of the forest, 
till, barrel first, a gun pokes between the trees. 

Udo's not so bad, not a bad shot 
like masters, the deer go down, one by one 
like falling trees down go the deer 
If I did love thee in my master 's stead 
with such a gamy grin, my lips pulled back in rictus, 
I would not understand it, 
in my denial thou would see no sense. 
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Unsane 

CHARLES: Your behaviour has shocked me 
immeasurably, Elvira-I had no idea you 
were so unscrupulous. 

ELVIRA (bursting into tears): Oh, Charles . .. . 
C HARLES: Stop crying. 
ELVJRA: They're only ghost tears-they 

don't mean anything really-but they ' re very 
painful. 

-Noel Coward , Blithe Spirit 

Anyway it was only because I loved you- that's right 
So rub it in what high hopes I started out with. Okay 
A nightingale 
does sing 
outside this window 

Trying to live my regular life 
Touched in the head, a wand exploding on my hairline 
Look! I'm 44, I've come through 
Okay, so there's now a knock at the door for you 

my love 
With trepidation you answer it 

His face is carved from anthracite 
His body cloaked in protease inhibitor 

So, net result is, can 't see the fog for the trees 
Oh dear, but that is what happens 

in the Canadian century 
sip of water from wet canteen 

that I rub over your face, pick up sweat, tears 
and the incorruptible eschatology 
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of the book you devoured, 
kins, 

a girl worth a million of two thousand boys 

I'm unsane, my books are parked on 101, 
a bird at the window pecking 
hard cold beak-like nose, I'm under your weather 
in romantic Cancun ... blue field, 
rose stnpe 

Agnes Martin, her paintings must go for 
400, 500 thousand, living in 

immaculate motor court and studying the 
patterns of PBS in the dark quiet Taos night 
nearby the mausoleum of Lawrence. You 

can see I've been trying to get through to 
the dead ones- a pierced veil, who broke ranks, the act of 

a generous heart. The city fritters in 
fear, of the unsane, approach him with gloves, 
you needn't come down like a ton of bricks 

Okay, a masked creature does 
approach the window on Jones Street in 
San Francisco, the town without graveyards

Stymied by your willfulness, I trace 
the rim of a beer mug on your beer face. 

They don't mean anything really: 
the tears, the sweat, the semen, that 

flow incorruptibly from the faces of Mary, 
but they're very painful. 

Slouching at this bar helps me work, I swear. 
Stymied by your mouth I bite off your hair. 

after Robin Blaser 
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Will Alexander 

Acknowledgment 

The tone of his generation, one of defeated archery, of success gone 
awry, of destiny insidiou sly stung by a swift moving poison. My father, one 
of the victims of this era, victims of an in-gallant democrac y, never allowed 
to form their proper foci, or hone their in-born skills within the scope of 
American camaraderie. Instead, the lynch rope, and its galling dialectic of 
psychic servitude. 

I am speaking of the emerging Black male and his maturation between 
the years of the middle 1930's to the latter part of the 1950 's.A beleaguered 
brethren, whose peak energy was sapped away by hand to hand combat 
with apartheid. This odyssey was fruitfully punctuated by the universal 
interjection of the Second World War. I say fruitfully because domestic 
apartheid was forcefully cracked, allowing the Black male a facile move
ment through its interstice, due to the general challenge of war. Hider had 
proclaimed his 1,000 year Reich encoded with assorted venoms, and there 
was Imperial Japan , and the theatrical skull of Mussolini. So all hands 
became bound to the cause. But even as collective effort transpired there 
remained insidious racial ranking, my father for instance being allowed to 
rise no higher than Chief Steward in the Jim Crow Navy . 

I must stress here that this writing in no way concurs with nepotistic 
outbreak, or is it corrosively singed by sentimental flashback. No, I am 
simply speaking of a man , Will Alexander, who carried a nascent, triplicate 
propensity for writing, mathematics , and French , and who was able to 

carry on correspondence in a flexible vehicular French. And if allowed to 
develop in this register , I think of Yves Bonnefoy , who was permitted 
sustained praxis in these exact propensities, writing, mathematics, and the 
love of a foreign language. 

A man of insight and focus, who, in a less savage circumstance, would 
have been leading the way for me as poet/painter, rather than waiting for 
this belated assessment of his power s. And one must remember that during 
the peak of his energy the re existed 4 to 5 lynchings a day in places such as 
Texas, Mississippi, and his native Louisiana. Being a genuine survivor of 
the Red Flag era, he is conversant with the practice of the NAACP flying 
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a red memorial flag from the windows of its Harlem office every time 
reported lynchings occurred. And it is on record that study of this 
atmosphere took on more than a passing interest for the Nazis in sculpting 
their maniacal roulette of Aryan superiority. Their trenchant observation 
of the day to day workings of the American South, with its accoutrements 
of torture, its insidious surveillance, its physical assault, paralleled their 
operational maturity during this very time, until the fall of the Reich in 
May, 1945. 

U nswayed by this policy of domestic brutalization, my father carried on 
the independent spirit of family land ownership, which dated back to the 
obscure year of 1897. You see, when no hurricane of doub-t transfixes the 
psyche, an incorrigible plenitude seems to existentially transmute the 
seeming losses one incurs into strength. His early writings lost, his attempts 
at scholarship maliciously circumvented, his membership in unions cur
tailed due to no other factor than his colour. Nevertheless, over time , he has 
risen above these unalterable dissensions, remaining a penetrant student of 
life. 

At the present remove, he remains a symbol of a collective racial fate as 
it occurred during the time of the Second Great War. An incriminating 
reminder of the continuing racial schism which infernall y illumines official 
American pronouncement, as it continues to deny its dominant hand in 
this on-going culpabiliry. 
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Concerning Forms Which Hold Heidegger in Judgement 

In a flawed Slovakian brickhouse 
Dasein 
strains to purge from its forms 
rulership 
pogroms 
feces 

it seeks general absolution 
for its crimes as consultant 
for its mirage as a man of just causes 

it views from its window 
ironic brimstone snow 
muted conniving intangibles 

& philosophy 
an exploded circular elf 
a thoughtless sodium concentration 

"being in the world" 
circuitously tainted by useless Himmlers 
by Ernst J linger & his brigades expressive of Dachau 

itis 1962 
it is 1947 
& it silently endures 
a mirage of throttled Gypsies 
a stony rats ' embankment sculpted by sullen Polish teeth 

&so 
how can Dasein submit expression to fiery flesh entombment 
to ironic flights of Holderlin 
to the sun blown away by contraction? 
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it meanders like a rat across its minimal treaty with verbs 
across a treaty monitored by geysers of vomit 

its seeks to summon its furnace 
with off-white cadavers 
with minted cerulean powder 

it is menaced by sum as subjective grief 
by defeated monarchs as lead 

then life arrives 
as neurological engulfment 
as tariff 
as plodding impasse vacuum 

its body 
polluted hailstone riddles 
as shattered morality 
as shattered flashback spectrum 
the true imposture as carcass 

one thinks of galactic sand 
somberly sifted in a haunted Lutheran bottle 

then 
the rectorship lecture 
& the quoting of spirit 
by general mockery as journey 
by debut at the gate of sickened thinking intensity 

or 
Dasein as ice in a darkened migratory vein 
of its opened being across evacuated vacuums 

&so 
the corpses mount for Dasein Martin 
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the mimetic Aristotelian motives 
brought back across the eye as dangerous skeletal kinetics 
under the guise of eclectic bartering gnomes 

Martin 
I'm claiming you as leader by acidic incapacity 
by megalomania as ejected mirror 

not indictment 
as "ex post facto construction " 
but thought 
as eviscerated misnomer 
as stalled judgemental breakage 

Martin 
the wind then ignites disjointed geometries 
then the ghosts fly in from the waves 
they are ancient & composed of higher bodiless bodies 
of nerves that descend to territorial panic 

so I think of wading pincers 
of moons in the death gas 
of claustrophobic beguilement as Richter 

the grammar of such German speaking voice 
scarred by hardened carrion plums 
by diabolical largesse 
by the chemical sediments from war 

for instance 
a seized opal 
a seismological burin 
a diacritical ammonia 

at Freiburg 
Dasein open to the strong desolation of ale 
to mental properties conceived in an alcoholic law court 
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by lapse in the stony circle of crises 
you exude 
basic codes of crime 
condoned by illusive electrical cancer 

perhaps a triggered ontology as meteorite 
as a strange cephalic scaffolding perch 
camouflaged at times 
by the powers of Parmenides & Nietzsche 

beneath your silence 
beneath your stony implosives 
I invade your deeper storm 
concerning illusives 
concerning cranial gain & emotion 
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A Gallery Coexistent with Inspiration 

We think of galleries as sprawled, as being rife with enfettered opinion, 
with an exclusive penchant for marketable canons . The painting is then 
imprisoned and only allowed to respire at a sustained level of financial 
quantity, its impalpable powers simply noted as passing fact, or at best as 
exotic embellishment, in order to upgrade its virtues, thereby giving it a 
higher monetary value. 

le is the diametric of such thinking which maintain s the ethic at the 
Gallery Tanner. It was opened in Los Angeles near the end of the 1970's, 
"when there were few venues for Black artists to display" their imaginal 
activity. Named after the Black ex-patriot artist Henry Ossawa Tanner, it 
is a physically condensed space not de-energized by the insidious prestige 
which accrues from high walls and square footage. One of its values lies in 
its intimate scope, which organically helps reduce the monolithic tension 
between the work of art and its public. 

It s catalyst, Joyce Thigpen, "has put an emphasis on making the gallery 
accessible to ... all income ranges," making it possible to ambulate the 
Tanner with one's focus concentrated upon the veracity of the work 
without having to reconnoiter a carking pecuniary dagger. When one 
leaves the glare of the boulevard one opticall y adjusts as if entering a realm 
charismatic with sensitivity. Because pretensions are voided, the habitat 
brims by means of an ensconced balletic grace. 

The patron is encouraged to intuitively probe , to ask questions seem
ingly thought out of range. The "advice to buyers " being "to get what you 
like first, then think about a possible return on your investment ." Thus the 
ballistical challenge of all surface agenda is averted; then the scintillation of 
hue s, the urgency of lines, the balance of shape, become of paramount 
importance. 

This is not to say chat the gallery is flooded with works of inspired 
neophytes . The Tanner exhibits such artists as Romare Bearden , Jacob 
Lawrence, Elizabeth Catlett, and Alonzo Davis. And by peru sing this short 
list we see the highest quality exerted; the judgement being such that 
externals are stripped, and fetid glossaries exploded. Rather than cold 
theatrical decorum, there is depth; rather than a glossed amnesia! optics, 
there is clarity . 

When walking into che Tanner, one gees the sense that the aboriginal 
is allowed to breathe, is allowed to live in its immaculate innocence, where 
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a magic interplay transpires between the interior power of both viewer and 
creator. A living current, a transmogrified electrics. One then is suffused in 
a beatific enclave where creation can interact at the kinetic level of the 
uncanny. The inner motif of the work is allowed its intuitive vivacity. 

Could one say chat one enters into an intensity of recognition, as one 
would, say, encounter upon witnessing the unsigned renderings in the 
caves at Ayers Rock , or perusing the dazzling forms on the walls at 
Alcimera? I cannot completely negate such a parallel , alchough the artists 
exhibited are known, the paintings and sculptings rendered by tide . Again, 
in the Tanner 's space the unblemished is allowed to breathe, the pure image 
allowed to jut forth, with commercial sophistry and its emblems con
fronted by ciphers , astringent with nullification . 
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The Magnetic Chartreuse Orchids 

Intense ulterior fragments 
like a circle of carnivorous chartreuse 
the orchids 
a scented chronicle of ghosts 
burning kinetic Avernal 
as if alighted from Ceres or Phobos 
as if baffling existence with magnetic surcease 
taking shape in a channel 
as if emitting soun d 
from a palpable electron on Venus 
or of electrical anagrams & drainage 
or hypnotic forges 
or quintessential mazes 

these orchids 
vessels eclectic with lightning 
with blind insidious congealment 
with the power of a porous x-ray chalice 
splayed 
like an explosive smoke 
like a magnitude poised 
in psychic ratios & pontoons 

yes 
in dazzling guava frigates 
traitorous with concealment 
their conscious delving grasses 
floating in translated smoke 
in which one must blaze 
with the heat of sub~aqueous aqua suns 
of a subtle mongoose supposition 
of a flying harrier liquor 
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so that the relativity 
of their partial substance as enigma 
transpires in the body as vacuum 
as prone cerulean atomic 
so that there is passage 
as the senses explode as a ganglia of spectrums 

of course 
that which partakes of the orchids' solar disposition 
of their ability to mate as centripetal invasives 
with a green agnostic debility 
with that which poses threats 
to the endemic power of old Newtonian grain 

to its reasoned stalactites 
to its frayed & colourless diamonds 
straining against necromantic osmosis 

so that to affect 
the sanguinary zeal 
the pitch 
the code of anti-conclusion 
the orchids begin blending 
in electric oracular henbane 
in stunning aerial stochastic 

which compels from the darkness 
an essence 
part spell 
part flaming chartreuse estrangement 
in which mnemonic trance 
co-intuits 
the visio-smaragdina 
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the orchids being 
of transmuted herons 
of dazed ratios & scents 
of gnomic moons galvanic with intuitive hunting omegas 

so that 
the chartreuse orchids 
like a sigil 
of glacial anti-directives 
become 
as condensed galactic fields 
like beatific Anglistical traces 
reaching back 
to the waters in blackened sphinxian wreckings 
so that to imbibe 
their tenuous calcinations 
their obliterated husks 
their unmethodical kingdoms 
there must exist alluvial substratums 
with a blanched pavonian calendrics 
with udoxical astral mesmerics 
with active double eurekas 
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Noah de Lissovoy 

Spark 
-on the occasion of the fifth anniversary 
of the 1992 LA Rebellion 

I. 

don 't look away- that 's you 
caught and trapped in a reflection 
opened suddenly 
downtown that afternoon 
that day frozen 
suddenly cracked like a bank window 
broken like a window shattering 
don 't look away- it 's you 
at the bank- broke in pieces 
watch out- that stray image 
grey from the particles 
stuck in the air- suspended 
cracked into splinters- a sentence 
split suddenly struck by something 
coming this way again- surprise 
look who's approaching 
break in splinters 
which way out- image splits 
from a projectile 
caught in an instant 
dark glass of the building busted 
that 's you in pieces 
don 't look- no escape 
waiting- soft through the curfew 
cinders collapsing onto asphalt 
surprise- a strange precipitation 
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today who 's that consumed in greyness 
a word drops here curiously 
this city fractured instantly 
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II. 

police car upside-down on fire could be that 
that could be it 
looks like it was got 
that day, pinning it on TV 
it 's on fire on Temple 
not a philosophy 
that's not chaos 
on top of it pours gasoline? 
not another car, the black and white 
that 's an idea 
let's say it just struck a nerve 
how can metal burn? metal can 't burn 
we could be by it, first, beforehand 
it might happen then 
imagine- it's all flames around a car 
how could it happen when that is 
bad, that could not happen then 
they didn't make a mistake at that time 
the people reacted angrily 
they could not do that 
one day people downtown might do it 
that's logical 
if they did that then they 
must have been angry at it 
-exactly, it could be that
could be that logical 
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III. 

inside the eye there 's a method · 
heterodox plot lit up 
bounced from material 
thought an eyedea 
scratching a blueprint 
observe self in the city 
knowledge is nervous 
on the street it 's a bullhorn 
eye know what I do 
listening with a design
crowd spilled in the street 
we planned that accidentally 
we planned to understand 
bullhorn in the crowd 
scratched a design-
go to the businesses now, get them 
knowledge is a usage 
seeing is disciplined 
scientific decision in 
them- it's a mistake? 
crowd of people removed from 
normal uses of reality 
what might we do, percipient 
looking here at the verge-
a body of knowledge 
nerved to do it 
nerved up to the imperative 
bullhorn spotted in spontaneous 
streetsides awakened 
sparked deliberate crowd 
migrate methodically 
over here, west toward the businesses 
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which discov~red intention 
stones chirp through panes 
we did what it wanted 
crowd alights- open moment 
eye of momentum 
bullhorn through bank glades 
aloft in potentials 
crowd downtown stopped 
in a softened instant 
what's this as an answer 
what purpose for 
which instructions then 
scraped through flat whispers 
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IV. 

watch thought break between 
jar the sharp lineaments 
sense is not mentionable in its procession 
reality measured in making it 
stained reality reminds you- mind is 
emergent, an emergency 
standing at the corner is a metaphor for 
standing at the corner, thinking
"civil unrest" = euphemism for life 
stand still, mind opens to the sunny 
merciless harmonic attack-
identity, predatory, beats a retreat 
to let the grey social converse 
the individual a fiction stabbing
dying daily from its individuality 
lying, chained up, on the bowsprit 
a figurehead into the distance 
in the "riots," mind protruded tacdess 
kids watching looters from the corner 
beat the barriers for an instant 
temporarily the subject of 
the historical conditions-
!' m lonely cause I'm no one 
groundless, a reflection 
music occurs between persons 
reality- melody of the scientific 
the complete instance 
mind resides between in movement 
don't look, he 's going to vanish
knowing so disappearing 
language is wrapping them-
come to be standing in language-
poetry of discourse , musical and polemical 
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V. 

in the freeway with a palm frond 
who is it 
stopping cars 
blazing strand of reality pulled out 
waiting behind thinking 
who is it pointing at the 
fissure 
strutting 
with a palm frond burning in the middle lane 
game where cars are stopping, slowed by 
soft spot in reality 
or convulsions 
game where sign is held up, stopping cars
cardboard and a piece of a tree on fire 
inflaming 
opening in meaning threatens by the divider 
gambit in which the brain burns 
debris from the tree in an evening 
angles down the air, that cop capturing 
it in a photograph 
in interchange , protagonist 
accosts- vehicles, check this 
firebrand 
prances, yelling 
crowd announces this spark set free 
prodding the gap, get to eases it 
out 
day is up- filling with smoke 
attending vehicles inch forward 
she did that with a leaf crackling 
unrestrained, a precise consciousness 
delivers deliberately 
an accurate application 
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in that place being used and deciding 
fuel properly taken up 
off-guard, brain knows 
trauma of flaming 
yelling , publicly specific 
inciter of actu al 
spectacle of illuminant tree 
attached at this moment to mind 
sears it in the opening 
torch struck at night as a signal 
shed sparks over spastic particle 
underneath at the cars across lines 
that she blocks, happy, walking 
down the middle, waving a 
big burning leaf as a sign 
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VI. 

mind opening to knowledge is in trauma 
punished by music of the conversation 
the perfection of it, as in a spark 
a tiny spot stuck on the eyes 
is a spark like an idea 
falling to pavement outside one moment 
ripped eye like a cage from an idea 
music painful outside streetwise 
knowledge adheres slightly to 

throwing it open sideways exactly 
box connected unfolds things 
to a difficult understanding, a contraption 
asphalt bright attitude of the 
off-handed sentence planed for the gap 
trapped bright acuity in sentences matters 
blistering on the sidewalk 
slow growing racket in speech 
reproduced casually at a spot outside 
threatens the street, walking forward to feel 
reduced, twisted in a moment 
at a roundabout clarity suffocating 
in conversation at the particular level 
music in speaking seeks revolution 
verb threaded in cage threatens off-handedly 
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Mary Hilton 

A Convergence of Four 

I was not yet in love in love with love 
and by a more hidden want wanting little 

Who can find a virtuous woman? her price far above rubies. 

But man is not a thing used merely as a means: 
always in all his actions an end in himself 

The luxuriant vegetation of the lower parts, 
the wildest and most precipitous peaks .. . 

Virtuousness a thing a thing of want . A woman a thing a thing of want. 
In the image of an island it is lone the want of knowledge 
and we are things unto ourselves. Many things. Precipitous in life 
we weave and do not speak. The water is a tale of precious misgivings. 

I state confidently : if nothing were passing away, there would be no past, 
there would be no foture, 

and if nothing existed, there would be no present. 

Clean without transgression, I am innocent . 

Kind of causality belonging to living beings rational . 

Morality of the women owing their daughte rs. 

Time and passage all in want of betterment I come to view 
the process of education as far separate from the institution and 
I am but a continuance of teachings from mother to daughter 
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and I must question for the all of them I must as they could not I say 
this time it is my invention personal you do not partake you have two 
years on me for my one is not as dense and rigid and systemized. I live 
by trees and roots educated true to their use as poison or cure. Vegetation here 
means savior or deliverance. Will I will your seek of my known knowledge. 

Upon what great evils did I waste myself, and what did I pursue, 

Weapons: and he that cometh within the ranges, Let him be slain: 

For since morality is a law for rational beings, equally valid; 

I was much disappointed in the personal appearance of the women; inferior . . . 

We do not wish to know the knowledge of our cohorts as it may shatter 
the knowledge of our place and out of necessity reorder our placement . 

We may 
be plain and therefore useless to a wanderer but of much worth in times of war 
and weaponry; captive. Knowledge becomes a sinful task when it destroys 

a belief could not 
the new belief become a faith of sorts we abandon our childhood. 

Instinct is a prevalent 
force and should not be discounted rational has no place here but to it we call 
the only thing to answer, order righted , a chain, balance, time, a line. 

Things that I could not see, I was certain. 

Forgive their sin- ; if not, blot me out of thy book . 

. . . happiness is an Ideal, resting. A series of consequences which is infinite. 

This is a bird of passage, and brings with it wisdom learnt in foreign countries. 
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Wisdom through great distances is wisdom brought to us gift and therefore 
granted. 

What is mistaken here is chat morality is a selfish act as is guilt or trust in 
self not others 

they will reflect only chis teaching or chat as applies to chem. Infinitely 
it is impossible to kill 

the bird to take with it its affect upon surroundings and for chis we are 
content to live 

by rule. Had we found a system for happiness we would all be large and 
immovable. 

Inventions do not answer they only put into order our questions. Forgiveness 
means removal. 

Who created me, different, wiser? 

Should such a man as I fl ee? 

Moral concepts seat and origin in reason, ordinary human reason. 

Body of a man like the trunk of a noble tree embraced. 

Decoration becomes offering for that we do not know nor care to know. 
Remains of mystery 

cause fright and move to order we have as of yet not found my truth or 
knowledgeable reason for our differences and as such we compare to nature. 

As cause and effect and as such 
is quite predictable in process are we to dismiss an eternity of questioning? 
Such a man as I to run from your creation frightful of the answer is it 
immoral not to know one's purpose I say benign do not travel to see is 

confusion but then 
the eyes are open and to knowledge we have created give not credit to 

ourselves rather ground 
on which we walk. 
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I wished to change, yet I was more unwilling. 

Nevertheless my brethren went up with me. 

The man claims for himself a will appertaining to his desires and inclinations; 

They forget, or will not remember . . . 

Is chis base ingratitude for that which I had thought to put right upon we 
risk the loss of one such as 

this self, chis making, some would say I have not hand in it but to chem the 
argument of self-evolution. 

I actively seek that which correlates to my own permissions, will it so, 
have chosen here the acceptance 

of no do not follow, want is but my possession touch and prove it so. 
Were I to seek only my desires 

I would most assuredly become discontent I wish so to believe but only fact 
offers me a catalyst to the night. 

We would arrive at alters, we would change and turn, we would chis 
advancement why such struggle, arms, 

beginning notions. We too have our symbols, even now, our bodies 
a pronouncement of misdeeds 

and misgivings. Hold off the magnitude such feeling is not to be trusted . 

Why do I speak of these things? For now is not the time for questioning. 

Upright before him, mine iniquity. 

Matters of morality, accuracy and precision 

Little of the interior scenery, returned by another track . . . 

Why speak at all there is no indication of reception known. We have built 
great bridges, and as such 

we stand in rigid testament to our forefathers. We are adaptable, malleable, 
and content in what is told us 
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righteous are pronouncements gone before. Why distrustful of the coast 
the shore is our beginning and still 

we have no monument there. What positions are our barriers? 
Come this side of the mountain 

the vegetation has grown dense it is not you who have forsaken can we not 
bear the manner of 

our purposeful makeup. Questions are our saviors why would you have 
them answered? 

Means of lies sought satisfaction of my pride. 

Rebel hearken unto thy words, death: 

Make a false promise means to an end he does not share. 

Feed by day, and do not wander for ... 

How is it that we move at all when we are linked in action, 
thought and triumph. 

How is it that we at once know where to step upon the air 
it comes and moves but what of journeys? 

Told what to do again each act is rebellion, each breath a betrayal 
of our worthlessness , surely our use 

of others has meaning put in mysteries of an imperfect use. 
Seem to have designed your worth is but 

in my choice of attitude. To feed upon I must prevail. 

Freed .from chains, and still I asked. 

My wrath poured out, and shall not be quenched. 

Arouse us, call us back; enkindle us, grow .fragrant and sweet. 

A handful of men could rest in multitude. 
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A multitude of thought bears weight upon our languishing. 
Freed and laughing 

one would think naught of wrath or deliverance. A woman asks 
who built this box 

and to her an answer of it is you who built this box, it is you who call us 
unto you, it is you of power and multitude and fragrance and the quench 

of want. 
And the woman says am I so forgiven and to her answer 

do you not think it so. 
A woman and a box, a woman as a box, a woman as a thing to carry things 

a woman 
has no sides or angles or corners or permanence. To carry is to cherish. 

To open is to accept 
no need for mystery. 

What is the need of a convergence of four for there is so much history as 
to not put it into place. 

We have our construct, we have our regime, we have our placement of 
objects, rituals, patterns and want. 

Who says we live in lines of permanence. Who says we burst out oflines. 
Who says we live on planes and multiple levels. We think in lines and I say 
live vertically this diagram is not for the placing burst and push forward 

it has been said 
it is not my time say we are born with time and we are born as we are 

there is no replacing the sanctity of 
this is who I am. 

In times of great distress we revert to the straight line of pacing. This proves 
so be it we are but linear beings, a wanting question, a crisis, a note. 

This work was composed using as a point of origin four texts: 

The Confessions of Sr. Augustine 
The Holy Bible, King fam es Version 
Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, by Immanuel Kant 
The Galapagos Islands, by Charles Darwin 

Passages were chosen at random and recorded, then edited. Text following the four passages is at 
times a response, at times a reaction, and most often a questioning of knowledge and morality. 
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Rikki Ducornet 

The Student from Algiers 

The war has been over for only a few months, and because the French 
have left countless mines scattered throughout the Aures, she cannot leave 
the jeep and wander, although there are many points of interest along the 
way, including the abandoned village of Zaouia, where she had lived, 
briefly, before the war. Passing near Zaouia she can see the mosque, its walls 
deeply scarred by machine-gun fire, its ruined minaret blackened by 
smoke. Zaouia where she had learned to crack melon seeds with her teeth. 

That night she lies on Djamila's roof gazing at the constellations: 
Iouemen-"the Little Gazelles"; Chet Edoth- "the Night Maidens" ; 
Talemt-"the She-camel. " The sky moves around her like a great mouth; 
she is held in the mouth of the sky and expects to be swallowed whole. Later , 
when Djamila brings her a blanket, the two women gaze up at the sky 
together, talking long into the night . She tells how when in Zaouia , she had 
taken a lover, a student from Algiers on his way to the M'zab. She had said 
to him laughing, the first time they kissed: "I want you to swallow me 
whole!" And he, his English good, if somewhat stiff, had said: "I shall 
swallow you whole, but also, please, in parts." 

Hearing this , Djamila roars with laughter, precipitating a shower of 
stars. "You Yankee!" she cries with delight, "I cannot believe you talk this 
way to men!" "Not any man," she says. "The one in Zaouia. The entire 
affair was marked by this playfulness." "Our men are not playful. " Djamila 
is perplexed. "This man of yours , this student from Algiers, was a pearl in 
a sea of sand." 

* 

Before coming to Algeria she had been warned that the Algerians were 
haughty, stern , "madl y severe." But despite the rigors and terrors of the 
war, her experience proves otherwise. Even perfect strangers are affable, 
generous. She finds a gentle kindness everywhere, a tender curiosity. Above 
all: a powerful sense of renewal. The war is over, the dead counted and 
mourned; lands are being reforested and children have returned to school. 
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Her old friend, Djarnila, has planted barley, lentils, melons, and onions: a 
small orchard. Ac dawn she awakens co the sound of turtledoves, and, 
moments lacer, when she scrolls along the Wed Biskra with Djarnila, they 
see a flock of wild ducks billing the shallow waters. 

The morning he had left Zaouia, the student from Algiers said co her: 
"You must live in Algeria with the imagination of the dreamer." She had 
wanted him to say: "Corne with me." Or even: "I will return co you." Bue 
he did not. She had supposed there was a woman waiting in Algiers-dark, 
long-boned , irreplaceable. How beautiful were the unveiled women of 
Algiers! Then, in the weeks and months after his departure she had lived 
a dream of such wanting chat when Hugo had joined her group at the 
diggings near Erg T ekchouli, he had appeared to her like an oasis hazy wi ch 
the promise of water. 

The night she had accepted Hugo, and as she slept beside him, she 
dreamed chat she was walking naked and alone down the corridors of a dark 
hotel. Suddenly the student from Algiers was standing before her, gazing 
at her with scorn. Points of fire, his eyes burned her body with the terrible, 
the precise heat of an incandescent cigarette. She awakened in a place she 
did not recognize, nor did she recognize the man beside her, the one she 
had chosen, the one she did not love. 

Illumined by a chin blade of moonlight, a white scorpion was climbing 
the wall. She was in her own tent somewhere off the camel piste to In Salah. 
In the dark Hugo seemed far too large co be human. He lay beside her like 
a thing of necromantic clay she had conjured from weakness or folly. And 
yet a few hours earlier, Hugo had covered her body with kisses and held her 
naked feet in his hands. What had she been thinking of? Bue then, as if to 
prove she was in love and madly, she pressed against him, murmuring his 
name. Had the student from Algiers been standing in the shadows, he 
would have been fooled. 

This morning on her way to the M'zab, her humiliation and rage are 
such she is tempted to tear her hair, tear the flesh of her face and neck as 
she has seen the women of the desert do in times of acute distress. Her 
injured, ill-used heart is become so wasted as co cause her constant pain
the dull ache of sorrow and something like dread. Because she has come co 
understand chat if the student from Algiers never cold her his name, had left 
without an address or a word, it is because he was somehow actively 
engaged in the insurrection which, during her time in Zaouia, had evolved 
into a full-scale revolutionary war. 
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Could she rip into her chest now and pull her heart out by the roots it 
would not be recognizable. She describes her heart to herself as she muses 
over a scarlet land that, in the morning sun, appears to bleed: a tiny shell, 
a dead shell black as soot, heavy as gravity, and pumping a dirty water. 

Here in the Sahara she can become a perfume, a melody, pure thought. 
She can become an erasure, silence. Yes, she can become an absence, the air 
in suspension between two grains of sand. All this as a way out, as a way of 
excising the humiliation of having chosen Hugo. As a way of excising the 
terrible, the imperious longing for the one in Zaouia who had vanished so 
suddenly she had spent the next set of days standing in a sand-laden wind, 
watching the land weather away. 

Now on her way south, the sun spills over the road like a hot tide and 
the red desert metamorphoses into a mirror reflection of a blond sky, 
transparent , almost ethereal. How she loves chis mutable land, the hours 
spent puzzling over the fragments of a vanished world, fragments of an 
insufficient alphabet: ostrich-shell beads , implements of quartzitic sand
stone, of clear chalcedony, moss agate, fine jasper. Red and yellow ochre. 
Ivory needles and combs . Shells charred by fire. Things she takes pleasure 
in recording in pencil or ink on large sheets of heavy paper. 

Before the war, at a site near Erg Tekchouli, she had found a pearl, the 
largest she had ever seen and the most beautifully worked. A week later, 
visiting a Tuareg encampment, she saw virtually the same bead hanging 
from the lovely neck of a living girl. With gravity the girl had offered her 
a bowl of milk and all at once the dust of the excavations had become a 
measurement of the real. Ever after when she found a bead of ostrich shell 
or a glass pearl, she saw the girl's intent face and tasted milk. 

The projects she and Hugo worked on together were sponsored by the 
museum of a prestigious American university. But it seemed to her that the 
artifacts they found belonged to the desert , not to them. That having 
documented the sites they should return everything. Hugo pointed out 
that the university paid them for more than knowledge; the univ ersity 
wanted artifacts, and her sentimentalism would cost chem both a job . She 
fell silent but continued brooding: Every single thing we find is a potency, has 
meaning. The glass pearl the girl wore was blue-the inimitable blue of 
Heaven; was white-the white of the molar of the healthy servant girl; was 
gray-the color of the turtledove, of constancy. 
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* 

For a few months there was another woman involved in the project
Monica, so blond, so pale she had a tendency to vanish like a lizard in the 
sand. Early on Hugo began to implore her, whenever he made love to her, 
to seduce Monica, to bring her into their bed. She refused, not because she 
loved him but, perhaps because she did not love him enough. (Although 
she supposed that had she loved him enough, the thought of sharing him 
would have been unbearable; the thought of watching him enter the body 
of another, unbearable; unbearable too , Monica 's eyes watching them.) 
Monica, flamboyant, a healthy animal, her body the color of sand, deserved 
better. 

When she thinks of Hugo, she feels ashamed for him and for herself. 
What is it the French say? He/as, He/as! And the Arabs? Ya! Allah! (The 
times, she knows, were humiliating for them all.) This morning as she left 
Biskra, Djamila had said: "It is time for us all to shed our skins." Djamila 
was referring to a man lost to the war. 

After the museum project was canceled she returned to America with 
Hugo because by then she feared that if she left him he would die. She began 
to think of herself as Hugo's "keeper" as though he were a beast-and this 
even after she was well aware that he lived in a cage of his own making. But 
then one morning she awoke with the thought: I have been skinned alive. 
And: I have allowed myself to be peeled, peeled and eaten like a piece of fruit. 
At last she had recognized that Hugo was her cage, the cage of her own 
making. She was the one kept. 

Eaten like a piece of fruit. The sensuality of this image sends her thoughts 
winging back to the student from Algiers. Her love for him is like a 
continuous water, a true desert where everything glistens. One by one she 
recalls their nights of red clay, their red nights, those generous nights when 
endearments murmured unceasingly like water. 

She ponders this: When the student from Algiers had taken her flesh in 
his mouth, he had healed her of a wound she had not known she had. The 
night she had taken Hugo into her tent, that wound had reopened. 

She is now approaching the white cliffs and green palms of Berriane, an 
oasis of the M'zab. A golden eagle accompanies her; flying high he shines 
in the late afternoon sun like molten metal. Somewhere in the M 'zab she 
hopes to find her lover's traces. She sees the eagle as an auspicious sign. 
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* 

Each morning in Berriane, Belaid brings her a bowl of fresh camel milk 
and a wheel of unleavened bread. He brings her a basket of dates, 
pomegranates, figs. Sometimes he brings her tikomaren--the dried cheese 
of the Tuaregs of theAhaggar-because she told him how, before the war 
on her travels in that region, she had come to love it-"like gnawing 
stones!" "And glass!" Belaid had laughed. "You need a gizzard to digest in 
the desert!" 

She pays him every day, the coins sewn to a piece of heavy drawing 
paper, beneath a sketch of the palms or a clump of tamarisks, the distant 
mountains, the ravine. Or a portrait, or the palms swarming with turtle
doves, or children harvesting quinces. This time her project is a book, the 
visions of a dreamer, the dreamer of the Sahara she has become. She wants 
to capture it all, to capture the shape of time, to offer it lovingly to the one 
who has vanished, one for whom love had been a living water. 

Today when Belaid comes she is sweeping sand from the guesthouse 
rooms and from the little courtyard where they will drink tea together and 
delight in one another 's conversation. In his youth, Belaid had been an 
itinerant singer and now if his voice is broken, still he has not lost his gifts 
entirely. A handsome man, close to eighty, he has already confided, not 
without pride, that as he had "floated " from the M'zab to the Ahaggars, he 
had fathered minstrels, magicians, acrobats, a skilled weaver, and warriors: 
two of his sons had gone north to fight the French in the Aures. 

Knowing how well the women of the Sahara are watched, she had 
expressed surprise. "Entertainers are like fish in water," Belaid explained. 
"We winnow our way into this and that." Clapping his hands he burst into 
song: 

The Sahara is a Palace of Trespass, 
The gate to a world where nothing is fixed, 
Where everything scatters like swallows and swifts, 
Where everything scatters like sand. 
Life flows through the fing ers like water; 
Love bruises the fingers like sand. 

Belaid learned to speak the dialects of the women he loved, the children he 
fathered: zenaga, hassania, tamachek, azeir . .. a precious capacity he offered 
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to the FLN when news of the insurrection had reached Berriane. "I, my 
sons, and my daughters spun a web of words," he cold her , "from Biskra co 
Tassili." He continued: "I could never carry a gun, but in my way I fought 
the French, the same French who, when I was a little boy, measured the 
heads of everyone in Berriane , even the heads of the women: my mother's 
and sisters' and aunts.' They fingered us like insects, like rotten fruit. Those 
fingers left a mark at my temple, here- " He had turned his head co show 
her a small, red mole. "After they left we scrubbed our bodies with stones. 
My mother said: 'In the entire universe there is not enough water co wash 
away the shame.' This I will never forget." 

Lacer, when a French soldier cut the breasts from a girl who had been 
caught caking water co the rebels, Belaid was not surprised. And when the 
villagers of Zaouia were lined up against the wall of the mosque, "lined up 
like empty bottles and shoe," no, he had not been surprised. And when the 
paras had brought out the gigeneand pushed a live wire into his most private 
place, he had not been surprised and he had not talked , either. 

Belaid is now before her, smiling what can only be called a complicicous 
smile. And chis because they have shared so much sadness, so much 
laughter chis past week, cold one another so many stories. He bows his head 
and lifts his hands briefly in greeting: 

"Le saluc sur vous!" 
"Sur vous le saluc!" 
Today he has brought her gifts: a lettuce from his own garden and 

freshly fried fritters co go with their morning tea. His granddaughter has 
made the fritters. le is nine o'clock. Together they will eat the fritters and 
talk. Perhaps they will talk for so long they will get hungry again and she 
will gee up co fetch dates from the kitchen, and milk. They will sic in the 
shade of the ancient camarisk on a palm mat so clean a baby could be born 
there, and Belaid will sing and they will exchange the stories of their lives, 
which, now chat they have begun to cell chem, could prove to be without 
end. 

* 

Belaid will never allow her co make the tea. He has his own eccentric 
English teapot he keeps polished to a high shine and carries about in a box. 
The gueschouse' s little kerosene stove is shining brightly coo. When he sees 
it Belaid cries: "There is little co occupy you here!" "Baba!" she scolds him. 
"You've seen my drawings! You know how busy I am!" "Yes, I do know. 
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Beautiful drawings. You are an artist, you-the unveiled American woman 
who draws Algerian pictures with Italian pencils on French paper and who 
goes about dressed in pantaloons-" 

"I offend you!" 
"No! Not at all. I am a free thinker. There are not many free thinkers 

here. " 
"Nor where I come from." 
"But , I am wondering .. . " 
"Yes? I give you permission , Baba, to wonder out loud. " 
"Why she is alone, the lady in pantaloons. She is too pretty to be 

alone- you will excuse an old man for speaking the truth. Again and again 
I ask myself: Why is she not married?'' 

"Because I am divorced. " Suddenly giddy she adds, laughing: "Three 
times I said: 'I divorce thee ."' 

"Is this possible? Such a thing!" Belaid widens his eyes in mock 
astonishment. "Allah be praised," he says, "that American women can 
divorce so easily, like Tuaregs." 

"But I am a Tuareg! Baba-you 've seen me on a camel. You've seen me 
eat tikomaren and kessra!" 

He roars with laughter: 
"The Tuaregs may know how to divorce , but they don 't know how to 

eat!" 
"Those who know how to divorce know how to eat!" 
"You are a fast talker ," he complains, or pretends to. "Put a woman in 

pantaloons and she'll talk off a man's ears!" Belaid begins to sing: 

I knew such a one in Metlili 
Who lost both his ears in this manner. 

His wife bit off his nose next 
And tied up his tongue-

H e's as smooth as an egg, now 
And a stammerer . 

"Baba," she says, "I truly wish you were several decades younger. " 
"Ya! Allah!" He pours her a second cup of tea. "H e/as, he/as, Jolie dame. " 
Burning hot the tea is her only luxury and it warms her to the marrow. 

The tea, the friendship with Belaid, his stories, the songs he sings in a voice 
that seems to have been hammered out of a thin sheet of brass. An ancient 
voice that bent by time has traces of verdigris pocking its bright surface. 
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The landscape, too, is a luxury. Its silence is wonderful, the tangible 
proof that when Allah made the world he paused between two spoken 
words. And what if Allah had spoken too quickly? Would those words have 
collided causing a conflagration? As it was the pause was almost too brief. 
During the middle of the day it is so hot nothing moves. This is when she 
chooses the coolest room in the guesthouse, tiled and dark, to sit as still as 
a stone, her mind suspended in her skull like the egg of a bird that hatches 
only after a thousand years' incubation. Her mind a stone at the bottom of 
a deep pool, her thoughts water. 

"What are you thinking? You are very far away!" 
"I am thinking I want to hear you sing again, Baba, even though

pardon me telling an old man the truth-your voice is like a brass tray 
pelted with sand." 

"Ah, I am fortunate to sing at all. I am fortunate the French did not force 
me to swallow the wire as they did my friend Abdelaziz. When he cried out, 
'Piry! Piry for God 's sake!' the paras replied: 'No pity for Arabs ."' 

She fears she has hurt him and lowers her eyes. For a time they sip their 
tea in silence. But then Belaid begins to sing. He sings a wordless melody 
that gently fingers her heart, a thrilling melody that causes her to close her 
eyes in rapture. Almost before she is aware of it the words are winging, 
words in classical Arabic, very unlike Belaid's own dialect: 

If one believes Herodotus 

Arabia was once green with palms 

The only plac e in the universe 
Where cassia flourished, incense and myrrh 

Laudanum and cinnamon. 

Theophrastus wrote that incense and myrrh 

Grew side by side and Pliny proposed 
Another impossibility. He said 

These disparate things 
Were wept by the same tree. 

The men who harvested the sacred groves 
Were forbidden to touch their wives .. . 
But only for the season of the harvest. 
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Incense fills the hand like a womans breast. 

Like love it is ephemeral. 

Myrrh, too, weeps milk. 
Like the stars its fruit are of unequal size. 
Myrrh, too, is gathered by abstentious men. 

Then it is taken to a temple 
The most sacred in Saba. 

A part of the gum is given to the sun: 

A gift far that most volatile body, the sun. 

As he sings, the world dissolves, and when the song is over it is midday; 
they are embraced by silence. At last she sighs deeply and says, "Baba. Such 
a wonderful song! An ancient song-or so it seems-and a learned song. 
How did you come by it?" 

"T he song is the invention of one who came through here at the outset 
of the war. One who told us where to dig our new wells. Three wells so deep 
they touch the navel of the world . And water so fresh, so pure-although 
it is-he said it-an ancient water. Salt everywhere" - Belaid gestures with 
his arms-"but not where he told us to dig." 

She follows his gaze out across the fractured, riddled land of the M 'zab, 
little hills of salt glittering on the surface for miles. Belaid points east-

"Further there is a purple salt." She tells him that she would very much 
like to have some of this salt. "I will take you there," Belaid tells her, "and 
also to Recheg, where there is chalcedony scattered over the ground. And 
to Djelfa, where there are many shells turned to stone. And to the place 
where the golden eagle makes his nest. And to the place where I once found 
a needle made from the bone of a bird." 

"Thank you. I would very much like to visit these places with you, 
Baba." She goes to the kitchen for milk and dates, two bowls, two spoons. 
"The song," she says when she returns. "Where did the well-digger learn 
it? Did it come from the Gulf, perhaps? Was it originally Greek?" 

"It was a song of his invention. He made up songs to 'animate the 
hours. ' These are his words. He was a student of geography and geology, 
but also of history and politics and literature ... in other words : a true 
scholar . A young man came all this way from Algiers. He is the one who 
told us of the insurrection. " 
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"Here! From Algiers! How extraordinary. " She rises and excitedly 
begins to pace. "Because, you see, I am looking for someone I knew in 
Zaouia in the early months of the war. He was on his way south
somewhere in the M'zab." Her breath catches: "Baba-I never knew his 
name. So how can I possibly find him? And then ... I am fearful. Because 
I suppose he was a member of the FLN. And that this is why he could not 
tell me his name. Or why he was going south. Was the one who came here 
a member of the FLN?" 

Belaid is still. He is looking into his cup as though a world were 
contained there. 

"Baba?" She walks to him and crouches down. "Could it be the same 
man?" Gently she touches his sleeve. "Can you tell me his name?" 

The old man continues to stare into his cup. She sees a bright tear fall 
from his face, making the sound of one drop of rain. 

"His name was Messali," he whispers. 
"Messali!" Her heart is leaping. "Messali." 
"Achmed. His name was Achmed." 
"Baba," she says. "I do not understand." 
"His name was Abdallah ." Belaid continues, his voice rising. "His 

name was Sayyid. His name was Mafoul. His name was Abdelaziz. He was 
held for a month in El-Biar. He was tortured every day for a month in El
Biar. ... " 

Trembling, she gently tugs at his sleeve. His eyes are welling over, the 
tears flooding his face. 

"Her name was Lalia," he says softly. "Her name was J atchi. Her name 
was Shwa'wish .... "And Belaid screams, a terrible scream that rending the 
air causes all the dogs ofBerriane to awaken from their midday slumber and 
to howl. She leans over and holds him in her arms tenderly as she would 
a father, a brother, a lover, a son. Rocking back and forth and speaking 
softly as if in prayer, Belaid whispers: 

"These are the names, honored friend, I did not say aloud. I held them 
in my heart and was silent, even though they put the wire deep into my 
body. And these are the ones who died in pain despite my silence. If I 
survived it is only because they thought me too old to kill." 

* 

That night she bathes her body slowly. She fills a large bowl with water. 
She rubs every inch of her body with a rough cloth. She bathes every inch 
of her body with water. She wonders if there will ever be enough water. 
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Paul Celan 

Lightduress: Cycle V 

ORANIENSTRASSE 1 

Tin grew in my hand 
I didn't know how 
to help myself: 
I didn't want to mould , 
it didn't want to read me-

If now 
Ossietzky' s last 
drinking bowl 
could be found, 
I'd let the tin 
learn from it, 

and the host of pilgrims ' 
staffs 

-translated by Pierre Joris 

would ensilence, endure the hour. 
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WELL
like 
depthed into the enchanted, 
with double-hipped 
daydreams above, 

ashlar
nngs 
around each breath: 

the chamber, where I left you, crouching, 
to keep you, 

the heart commands 
the frost quietly fascinating us 
at the separate 
fronts, 

you'll be no flower 
in urnfields 
and me, the scriptbearer, no 
ore, no arch takes me from the round 
wood-mud-hut, no 
angel. 
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WITH DREAMPROPULSION in orbit, 
smolder-
singed, 

two masks instead of one, 
planetdust in the caved 
eyes, 

nightblind , dayblind, 
worldblind, 

the poppy head in you 
lands somewhere, 
besilences 
an also-star, 

the swimming mourning-domain 
records a further shadow, 

they all help you, 

the heartstone pierces its fan, 
no kind of 
coolness, 

they all help you, 

you sail, smolder, and die down , 

eyeswarms pass the narrow, 
a blood clump swings into the orbit, 
earthswarms encourage you, 
the weather in outer space 
begins to reap. 
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FOR THE LARKSHADOW 
laid fallow: the hidden 

un
hardened, 
brought in: the experienced 
stillness, a field, islandy, 
in the fire, 

after the 
saturated hope , 
after all 
branched off fate: 

the unrepentant, sung up, 
moss victims, where you 

search for me, blindly . 
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THE CUT THROUGH dovecordon, 
the blasted 
bloompowers, 

the suspected 
found object, soul. 
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WAN-VOICED, ha
rassed from the depth: 
not a word, not a thing, 
and of both the single name, 

fall-true in you, 
flight-true in you, 

sore gam 
of a world. 
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SOUND-DEAD SISTERSHELL, 
let the dwarftones in, 
the interrogated: 
they mumble the greatheart together 
and carry it piggyback to 
every plight, every plight. 
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WEATHERSENSING HAND, 
the moorpool shows it the way, 
at night, through the fenwood. 

Luminescence. 

Who now works the bellows of the peatorgan, one
legged, will 
win a strongstream 
loss. 
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IN TIME'S CORNER the 
unveiled alder swears 
under its breath , 

on earth's back, wide as a hand, 
crouches the shot through 
lung, 

at the field's boundary the 
winghour picks the snowcorn 
from its own stone-eye, 

lightbands set me afire, 
crown-damages flicker. 
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ME TOO, who am born like you, no hand holds, 
and none throws me a happiness into the hour, no different from you, 
dipped like I into bull 's blood, 

yet the numbers stand ready to light the tear, 
leaping into the world 
from our navel, 

yet what came near us, singly, 
enters the great syllable-script, 

and the almond-testicle 
thunders 
and blooms. 
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THE BACKWARDS-SPOKEN 
names, all, 

the outmost, whinnied 
into kinghood 
before hoarfrost-mirrors, 

beleaguered, besieged 
by multiple births, 

the merlon-cleft through it, 
which means you, isolato, 
also. 
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GRADUALLY CLOWNFACED 
nothingmirrored, 

the cosmetics, truth, frozen blue 
in the angle-mouth, 

frostpollen powder on the blank superskull, 
round about the thin questionlock Black, 

the brows, the brows: growing, 
two giant feelercombs, two 
-you, tall-streaked, 
large-felt roughnight Alwaysalways-, 
already swung away from the flake world, 
not to, not fro. 
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ROADBLOCKBUOY LANGUAGE, roadblockbuoy song. 
The steam roller thrumps 
the second 
Iliad 
into the torn up 
pavement, 

sandseamed 
the old images 
astound themselves, into the gutter, 

the warriors bleed oily to death 
in silver puddles, on the road
side, thudding, 

Troy, dust-crowned, 
gets it. 
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TO FLY UNDER 
the flood, past 
raised black 
sacrifice stones, 

unendingly earthed melancholy 
in the 
undercarriage shafts, 

drunken flightwriters on 
the yearning-slope, 

future found objects, silvery, 
m 
the cockpit's skullery, 

sight tunnels, blown 
into the speechfog , 

self-sparkflowers 
on all cables, 

in the great, unextended 
nmnngyour 

hubbed shadow, 

Saturn. 
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Elena Rivera 

From: Unknowne Land 

Le premier mot take the field Le premier bruit 

hold still Qu 'el est la farme? hold the needle still 

Qu 'el est la ligne? make the mark Qu 'el est la phrase? 

even more painterly A la recherche d'un mot enter the hole 

Cette contradiction m a composmon Le premier mot 

lines converge Le precipice? chat very point 

At the epigean divisions along racial, sexual, moralistic 

and intellectual lines a forest of factories so chat whatever 

side we're on we stand stagnating Any little bit will do to pull 

the rest through chis clogged surface slide right in 

chis lattice chis cavity filled with noise (exfoliaced) 

of words Telement fragile chis agitated landscape 

chis opening at the top 

chat had once been so beautiful 

(built by accretion) 

Qu 'el est le mot? 
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We (the family group) were scattered abroad more than once 

(a familiar labyrinth) so we moved closer together 

(the padlock fastened so that one couldn 't breathe) In the bowels 

of the telluric, between highways and the steady march of time, 

we remained motionless we hid from the nightmare 

(A book in which only certain chapters are read, others ignored) 

How else can one live on the soft wet earth? plotting objects 

in a packed room "-Do not our lives consist of the four 

elements? " Intruding on some intimacy "-Faith, 

so they say, but I think it rather consists of eating and drinking ." 

At the crossroads a counterpart is sung: One the diaphragm 

expands Two Now is the hour Three 

for the mouth Four to open 

Some things have t 0 b e repeated 
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The soil around these grounds must first be tested before one can 

begin building (so the pieces will fit together in the end) Soil, 

in a period of physiologically enforced dormancy, cannot produce 

brooks of water, fountains that spring out from valleys and hills, 

land that produces wheat and barley The vine, the fig tree, 

the pomegranate were frozen m a ditch Olives and honey 

trampled in an open field The murmur of Arctic winds 

a reminder of what had to be dug up Our testimony 

Our walled in tragedy 

expelled from space and time 

Our new dwelling, 

(soil being a living 

organism ready to adapt and change at a moment's notice) 

Our clouded space expands and contracts 

All parts are related to the whole Look: 

A word can be insuperable Another, a tabernacle 
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One can be so careful that one can become a mere ghost Hunters 

are in the forest go in and wear red or a handful of bones .Devils 

are in the desert go in and bear yellow The heart is taken out as if 

it were a splinter, in one sweeping gesture Our terrain trembled, 

trampled by so many boots: left, left, left right left "the noises 

in the darkness of the night" left, left, left right left "the groans 

of the wounded" left, left, left right left "filled with 

their cries" left, left, left right left What happened 

is another story (the other 

a book that tells the secret about 

once we left the cell though 

side of the window) 

life in North America which coast are you willing to enter? 

Embedded in rock One person 's struggle illuminates the rest 

Light kept trying to force itself in Hide in another name 

though I was practically blindfolded Hide deep inside 
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A landscape can be viewed from any window An altar of stone 

frames the opening through which we see (and moving it no easy 

business) its weight casts an anchor in a desert (sand or snow) 

or a jungle (ciry or Amazonian) "Brought forth into 

chis wilderness" what is seen confined to what one wanes to see 

(some towers have no windows) 

to our particular imagination 

or the discovery sighted limited 

We put a yoke around it 

and demanded that it shou ld serve us no questions asked 

Hardened and held in servitude then pulled back whi le a tough 

musculature grew around my bowels What seeds were planted? 

the knot is tightened Who made those abusive remarks? 

sochatlcouldn'tfeel, respondtomyownflesh, tothehereandnow? 

When our house dangled on a chain it was not related co the 

praedial , so we heard the awful screech of metal links 
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To let the senses roam unfettered, unrestrained by pieces of furniture 

But I am immured in this century like a fly in a bog, 

a phrase fixated, repeated over and over This grasping 

at spongy ground, poorly drained, surrounded by sedges 

(A little girl plays a board game) Looking back at the last pages 

(at where she had been) I taste the salt which falls like pillars 

dowri my cheeks 

My faiblesse 

This touch 

to perceive my earthly existence 

This is not what I had in mind 

the axis of how I happened 

de femme 

Humbled by my predicament (that of being thrown around, 

for example, lifted by his strength and finding myself landed 

in the other room) I decided to grow up (before my time) 

until I realized that my project had always been horizontal 

" An alien 1n a strange land" 
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Who will lie with Him to preserve the seed of the father? 

(And this question was asked with perfect seriousness) 

To "lie with" involves many kinds of manipulation (by hand, 

foot, mouth, lips, penis, or eyes) and the lover, if predisposed 

to planting seeds, will walk down long corridors and rot in the soil 

Any little bit will do to pull the rest through "broken me asunder" 

The material is measured and cut 

Sometimes a pattern is used 

I had to embark remembering 

"taken me by the neck and" 

"shaken me to pieces" 

Rationality crawls into the 

picture, points its finger and gives reasons for the "lying" that was 

done hundreds of years back there are shaded regions 

She shakes bitterl y (light tremble from an outsider's perspective ) 

each piece has to be stitched together 

(earthquakes were what I recall to mind) 
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In a roomful of people waiting for my marnage, what is generally 

remembered 1s that a struggle took place hesitation confused 

the current no clearing (ask yourself how many of your 

thoughts are really your own) a nation grows, sowed, scattered 

by the dead 'til it no longer has any memory but that which it was 

given My feet were firmly planted (I thought) but an unconscious 

choice was · made surprised by pleasure one can begin to 

remember that one is not advancing or developing a "quick" 

excavation will not give you "the bigger picture" To observe 

means to see (a boulder must be removed from the window) 

things for what they really are I kept forgetting things, ignoring 

others The animal thrown in the cellar I forgot to keep my 

senses alert to everything going on around me 

U mil there was nothing left but sounds 
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I pick up stones one by one: sand stone, obsidian, shale, limestone 

" . . . all that power sweeping savagely in and inevitably withdrawing, 

hypnotized, and the two senses of that vastness and this tininess. 

corundum, carnelian, granite (It 's important not to lose 

one's notes, or the surface will grow hard and dry like the upper 

layer of earth around a city) I look at their shapes: 

flat, banded, spherulitic, stratified, hexagonal 

smooth, lustrous, sedimentary, crystalline, sharp 

She finds places to hide 

their textures: 

Une pierre 

Un caillou 

The garden turns to stone until all the shit is washed off 

"A word will never be able to comprehend the voice that utters it" 

In a body of standing water 

my compamons 
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Gary David 

from: Inland Island, Book II 

A Little, Harmless Carouse 
(From George Catlin On the Missouri 

To Ezra Kind In the Black Hills, 1832-4) 

"If anything did literally and completely 
'astonish (and astound) the natives,' 
it was the appearance of our steamer, puffing 
and blowing, and paddling and rushing 
by their villages . .. " 

Steaming upstream to Ft. Pierre ("pier" 
in the local patois), the "Fire Boat 
that walks on water ," that "big thunder 
canoe " the Yellow Stone (1832) 
would sidewheel a blowhard show 
of force-its "medicine guns" 
blasting a shore 

(A great Noise ... ) 
just for fun. 

" .. . they were all discharged several times 
in rapid succession, which threw the inhabitants 
into utter confusion and amazement-some of them 
threw their faces to the ground , and cried 
to the Great Spirit-some shot 
their horses and dogs ... and ran 
to the tops of bluffs some 
miles distant; and others .. . were instantly 
thrown necks and heels over 
each other 's heads and shoulders-
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men, women and children , and dogs
sage, sachem, old and young-all 
in a mass at the frightful discharge 
of the steam from the escape-pipe, which 
the captain of the boat let loose 
upon them for his own fun 
and amusement ." 

More in the spirit of profit 
its holds were filled with buffalo 
robes, luxuriant furs, peltries & 
10,000 lb. of smoked tongue 
to take back to the delicate palates 
of St. Louis. Already the fashion 
of beaver fur was becoming 
old hat. New & improved means 
to kill the buffalo 
& the Eagle People with one stone 
proved the stratagem 
of minimum strife. 

" .. . ( when an immense herd 
of buffaloes had showed themselves 
on the opposite side of the river, almost 
blackening the plains for a great distance) a party 
of five or six hundred Sioux 
Indians on horseback, forded 
the river about mid-day, and spending 
a few hours amongst them, recrossed 
the river at sun-down and came 
into the Fort with fourteen hundred 

.fresh buffalo tongues, which were 
thrown down in a mass, and for which 
they required but a few 
gallons of whiskey, which was soon 
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demolished, indulging them 
in a little, harmless carouse." 

The "Medicine Painter" Catlin captured 
on canvas & paper this wilderness 
of "sacred water" crossed with the fire 
power of the sacred pipe . 

"Some few days after 
the steamer arrived, it was announced 
that a grand feast was to be given 
to the great white chiefi, who 
were visitors among them ... In the centre 
of the semi-circle was erected 
a flag-staff, on which was waving 
a white flag, and to which was tied 
the calumet, both expressive 
of their friendly feelings toward us." 

Catlinite Min . [Named by C.T. Jackson, 1839, 
after Geo. Catlin, the famous delineator 
of the American Indians.] The sacred 
pipe-stone of the American Indians, 
a kind of indurated red 
clay occurring in a bed 
of considerable extent in the region 
of the upper Missouri. 

The same year "Ties His Penis 
in a Knot Dies," trader Tom 
Sarpy (Red Lake 
to the Sioux) blew his butt 
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(A great Noise is ... ) 

from the mouth of Rapid Creek halfway 
to the Black Hills-dealing 
gunpowder by candlelight . Old-timers say 
it rained bear craps & flasks of whisky 
for a week. While winter counts 
for 1833-4 all record "The Storm 
of Scars" (meteors in the fall 
of the former year), Lakota say 
the holy "Hill of Thunder" began 

(A great Noise is heard ... ) 

to smoke, sending up chick black breach 
of the Big White Man, trapped & groaning beneath 
its rocks-the Great Spirit 's 
sentence to the first greedy intruder 
in the sacred circle. 

(A great Noise is heard frequently ... ) 

Thunder turned upside down under 
che sun blazing a deep blue 
over the Black Hills. A clear sky 
cut by these blasts the Sioux would leave 
in wonder what they valued most 
on rocks & yellow pine to appease. 
These blood brothers to the Thunder Bird 
would be heard no more after 
1834. (Sensing a new empire, maybe 
they went the way of the buffalo.) 
Their mysterious existence ever 
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since has been empirically explained 
away by the direct escape 
of hydrogen from burning coal 

buried below. The first prospector, one 
Ezra Kind ("You can pan it outta my talk ... ") 
the same year engraved in sandstone 
on Lookout Mountain his last will & 
only epitaph: 

Got all 

of the gold we could 

carry our ponys all got 
by the Indians Have lost 

my gun and nothing to eat and 
Indians hunting me. 

(A great Noise is heard frequently 
on those Mountains.) 
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The Glorious Work of Annihilating Savages 
(The Powder River Campaign, 1865) 

Following stage coach & pony express 
lines, wakan wires stretched 
whispers east to west. 
Up & down the black road 
the Platte River made , hourglass widows 
glistened in afternoon sunlight. 
Expeditions to the Hills deflected 
by civil war, gold lust (doom 
or dust) burst out 
further west: cold flecks 
of flame flooded the Bozeman Trail 
with white-blooded nugget hunters headed 
up to Montana Territory. 

That terrible swift sword cutting South 
from North now still, troops mustered 
to kill Rebels instead of reds cussed 
their way to the Far West: 

" . . . they had not enlisted 
to fight Indians-had not lost any 
red devils and were not disposed 
to hunt for any." 

The balance of barbarity 
swinging back & forth, the pendulum 
of war was the only way then 
to measure time. And a hard time it is when 
one must cipher & decipher 
atrocities on both sides 
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plus suffer the equal signs 
of unaccountable ferocities , 

General Dodge to General Connor (the latter 
the expedition's leader) , March 29: 

"With the force at your disposal 
you can make vigorous war 
upon the Indians and punish them 
so they will be forced 
to keep the peace." 

General Pope to General Dodge, June 3: 

"It is absolutely essential, for reasons 
that will suggest themselves to you, 
that this Indian force in the Black Hills 
be routed as soon as possible. " 

General Connor to Colonel Cole, July 4: 

"You will not receive overtures of peace 
or submission from Indians, but will attack 
and kill every male Indian 
over twelve years of age." 

Though Pope later countermanded 
this "atrocious" order, Connor bequeathed 
to Quartermaster Palmer the honor 
to slaughter Lo, the poor Indian!: 

"I had never been baptised 
with Indian blood, had never taken a scalp, and now 
to see the glorious opportunity pass 
was too much. So, with tears in my eyes, I begged 
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the general to allow Lieut . Brewer, who I knew 
had just reported to me as very sick, to remain 
with the train, and that I be allowed 
to accompany him in the glorious work 
of annihilating savages. 
The general granted my request." 

What rings of hell bent: heat waves 
to ice storms, scurvy to skirmishes. 
Barefoot, thirsty, ragged & thin 
Col. Cole 's column 
of dusty Indian hunters stole 
across the prairie, fearful 
of their awful prey. Hear 
what Lt . Springer saw, day to day: 

July 26 "nothing is here to be seen 
but the naked ground ... a bunch 
of prickly pears, or a cluster 
of the Spanish bayonett sticking 
its sharp and horn y leaves out ... 
some wild sage or buffalo 
grass ... the bleached bones 
of the antilope and elk. 
... as far as the eye can reach 

nothing but sand hills and sand 
plains; it is weary and tiresome 
marching ... There is no doubt 
in my mind, that some redskins 
are prowling around and gathering 
up the horses we lost 
in the stampede ... We took a long rest 
on the road; I used it and slept 
awhile. I dreamed: I saw my Katie dressed 
in mourning ... " 
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Oh Katie in black, way back 
in the States & me here 
scalped naked on the nightmare 

ground, with horny pears 
& weary bones in a wild 

stampede of sand . .. 

August 29 "It was something terrible grand 
and wild romantic, it appeared 
as if nature in a terrible rage 
and madness had thrown these big steep 
hills and huge rocks immense 
boulders with a gigantic hand 
into such confusion .. . far off 
we could see a strip of cotton wood 
in a serpentine line winding 
its way through the monster 
hills, there rested our eyes upon, there 
must be water, everybody stared 
at it, and wished himself 
there, but to descend was utterly 
impossible, the column struck off 
in a nearly east direction, a tornado 
broke loose in all its fury, but 
only a few drops of rain fell, and only 
lasted about 15 minutes. We encamped 
on a dry creek, not a drop of water 
to be had for man nor beast some 
layed down without anything 
to eat and slept soundly." 

And dreamed of an oasis for away 

from the tornado of war, where Katie comes 
naked & serpentine to my tent 
terrible grand & wild romantic 
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with pomegranates 
& sweet grape wine 
on her lips, & fingers 
my plumed shaft. 

Sept. 1 " . . . some of our men 
were out hunting who had quite a tussel 
with the Indians. 5 of our men 
were killed by arrow shots 
from the Indians , and one of them 
scalped, two were wounded, one of them 
severe, as he had an arrow shot through 
the breast and the attempt was made 
to scalp him , but the fiends had no time 
to fulfill their hellish designs. Some of our men 
run upon them and killed two, and 
in the heat and excitement (also thirst 
for revenge) scalped the Indi ans." 

An eye for an eye & 
a scalp for a scalp 
mean a hell of a lot 
of bloody parts. 

Sept. 5 "We had a good deal of fun 
with the Indians, or, as the men call them 
the Idaho Militia; how they dodged 
when they saw the smoke 
of the artillery at the muzzle 
of the piece, and what excellent 
horsemanship they displayed ; the one I killed 
was not over 7 feet from me, hanging 
on the side of the pony." 
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For dear life 
of the Sacred Hoop
the People's paradise 
& the ancestors' 
undisturbed rest 
every good warrior 
was proud to sacrifice 
his own blood. 
Alone 
his heart cried out 
for a red horse 
of north wind. 
He longed to ride 
around the world 
of spirits & men
his death 
defending his way 
of life. 

Coasting the eastern run-off 
of Evergreen Isle, "several" tenderfoot men 
from Col. Walker's column crossed the bar 
by drinking brackish water. 
Then at the Belle Fourche ... 

" ... we found very good grass and water and 
what could be made a very good road 
through the Black Hills . . . this at one time 
had been a great harbor 
for indians but the game has long left 
this part of the country and the indians 
have apparently left with it. " 
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David Matlin 

from: A Half Man Dreamer 

VIII 

Swift gesture for destruction 
the clenched fist brought 
.from the shoulder down past 
the heart the rudiments talk 
without words palm to five fingers 
warm earth for long living tilted 

forward in orbit never stops 
inquiry 

sand in the teeth 

double headed in the horse 

in the stomach 

where sky never dies 

storm damage 

overwhelmed by lovely foolishness 

For a few days Wesley walked around what was left. His family's farm . 
It 'd gone to rot. The things made of metal and the things made of wood 
in equal stages of disinterest and anger they had been abandoned to. 
Examined all the smells which had replaced the roses, climbed the walnut 
trees that family had grown, the thickened scent of their musk which always 
enticed him, lining the ditches of the fields lying immediately beyond the 
back door of the house where his father and his father's sisters had been 
born, sat in the branches and cracked shells for fresh meat and then went 
to all the other trees, the peach, the avocado, the persimmon and ate there 
wanting that meat too, cutting the fuzz of the peach skin with his teeth to 
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feel the fruit hair brush his lips, and the tight persimmon its stretched 
orangish presence a visible engorgement where the sexual breakage edging 
the outer currents of its flesh touched the greater abandonment surround
ing it. And he was afraid to eat the avocado, afraid ifit meant the boy could 
now eat the father. He couldn't tune an engine and didn't care. Figured the 
plugs had enough spark left. If they got him to Illinois or Levonia he'd take 
either one. Both on a typography which meant nothing. Brush his 
fingertips to those names and to the emergent disintegrations in Asia, 
Detroit , or the Valley of the la Orang, poised, their torments equal to all 
the other not yet potential lying in unrelease . Or he'd watch the huge palms 
that edged up to the property of the grandparents' homestead, the division 
point between the late twentieth-century Southern California town, and 
its immersion in smog and freeway construction and this place of constant 
even wonderful struggle where the grandfather, when there were only 
outbuildings, when indoor plumbing couldn't be afforded or didn 't exist 
for this slice of the desert, was bitten on one of his exposed testicles by a 
black widow while moving his bowels, the poisoning spider in her wrath 
poisoning his sperm his semen and drawing him into a two week fever and 
near death. This farm full of worries and stories, its coming into life always 
bitten by something. And the palms were, in their upper fronds, almost 
choked with birds, sparrows, jays, the nest space they'd die for and the grass 
around the palms ' bases pocked with featherless nestlings. The farm. Its 
images drawn into a demarcation where its Jewish world, and the outer 
suspicions about it honed by real estate and anti-communism, made the 
one by the other feel squalid and lurid knowing what they, the one out of 
study, the other by its insistence on last Christian secrets, intertwined 
themselves in in each others' shadows. And Wesley's grandmother, work
ing in a match factory for money to come to America, translating her 
Pushkin at night , when she could, into English. So she'd have the newness 
of the new country on her lips. Would smell him. Smell all the grandchil
dren after they 'd crawled through the hedges of myrtle the grandfather 
planted, the fresh come rankness of it made them another kind of fire for 
her , her life when she rode in a wagon across the empty stretches of the 
chaparral because she felt too conspicuous in what she was, her, the Jewess 
in a wagon and knowing too how trouble could pick them and they it, that 
the conspicuousness might never go away and her sons, who'd cry to be just 
farmers in Lincolns, soaking the boards of their corrals with sulfuric acid, 
turn flies into little puddles of boiled slime. 
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He knew he had a decision. Whether to wear a Bing "T' shire displaying 
its surfboards or a Dewey Weber. Wesley loved Dewey Weber 'cause he'd 
rode the Wedge too, dared chat awful suck in the fall runs at the jetty at 
Balboa when even the most spent white water could trip the unsuspecting , 
pull chem into chis rage of snarled beckoning sea. Drown chem. Spic chem 
up the miles where the undertow pissed itself out in a last dribble. The 
Wedge. le pulled every drop of breakwater into itself so each giant rose 
eighteen to twenty five feet straight out of the sand so's you had about six 
inches of veneer to either snap your neck or pull back in into the face of the 
wave let it collapse and float you up. You had to be good to do it with just 
your body and you didn 't have co do anything except point yourself and 
let the moon gee all the ocher work. Anything else and there might not be 
enough left co push up even the most delicate pollens of a Sequoia. Dewey 
Weber came one afternoon, slid himself out and caught one really second 
thought monster, hung ten for the picture show, and then him and his fibre 
glass disappeared under the tonnage. The board which earlier he had a 
truck drive over was snapped up like some used saltine and Weber 
reappeared a Hawaiian prince after barding the white shark chat wants to 
eat time, smiling, knowing the maidens would love his , more than chat fish 
ever could, flesh for years co come. Wesley chose the Bing and began 
packing whatever came next . Looked at his fins and their sale eaten ankle 
scraps, knew they'd have no use once he got over the Cajon Pass and the 
rash of nudist camps chat' d sprouted up between San Bernardino and 
Victorville, chat all chose naked people standing on the major faults and 
secondary fractures of the Transverse Ranges and their ease/west trend 
might really cause an irreversible nudist revolution. Wesley could've been 
a convert, but started chinking about his surfer friends and why they 
became such unusual killers after not much more than one whiff of chose 
waters called the Mekong. They called him "Slick" 'cause of the way he 'd 
move chat human body of his down the face of a wave or bridge his cue, 
make it dangle like a flower ready to eat a snake instead of the ocher way 
round. I call myself Lupe like my parents did about the first minute after 
I was born and it 's not coo hard for me co say chat Wesley wanted to fuck 
Laura as soon as her legs got better even if chat Mercury and its pistons 
turned into an overbaked crumb on the planet it was named after. He 'd 
bring his lascname with ' im too, Hidelman, even ific meant half the trouble 
his grandmothers cringed over, the Jewish one, and chat ocher, the 
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Mexican-Indian who felt equally shamed and sorrowed over her secret and 
hallucinated an aristocracy that would begin to crumble with Wesley. I 
wanted to leave too. The taste of heroin was starting, almost sweet as the 
lime green foam of the waves I'd also ride. I'd watch my friends tie up, some 
already with their veins collapsed in valleys whose names the papers would 
print years later, which first news readers like Chet Huntley or Howard K. 
Smith lolled their tongues over, and where my friends would be called 
back, to be some deranged Arapaho or Shoshone grinding out a last isolate 
stand, be made so expert nobody in no world would ever want them and 
we wanted Wesley to come too, said he could be really good. 

IX 

Strong swift 
chest deep in death where the hummingbird asks 

for no quarter 
no friends other than the mind and hair 

What land would turn its gods into these rocks, lube it with the secret 
wet life of all the species stuck there, and you'd still come up with a 
remnant? The plains of pebbles marking the lower slopes below Gold 
Mountain are survivors, got uplifted with the San Bernardinos , and are 
little patches of what the terrain looked like seven million years ago when 
the pronghorns had to run seventy miles per hour and the dogs that hunted 
them were half hyaenas or half bears, evolution wavering, the wisps of it 
held in the hedgehog cactus flowers and the delicate remoteness of their 
petals. Wesley picked one. Took a handful of the surface from another 
world and threw it all into the glove compartment of his Mere. One of our 
friends had walked into the jungle after throwing a captive out the door of 
a helicopter while he was still alive enough to disapprove of the fall. Wesley 
didn 't have a picture but he knew this one was wavering and if it was like 
those pebble plains with its dwarf flowers burned down to a natural 
selection nub, the maintenance of that geological identity tearing into the 
brains of the living, then maybe the waverings of such friends and the ghost 
dogs still howling in the classified sections of the local strata had intersected 
on a cusp reserved for the wave riders of my world age who'd end up 
drowned as if they were some foreign feather to their own lungs luring the 
veins between their toes and hold the secret hungers there against all the 
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knowledge to come. Be slick too . Become a sniper like the World War II 
veterans who'd discover themselves on top of hills overlooking the newly 
constructed freeways sighting their rifles at the torrents of steel below . Or 
the earthquakes . Unleash a river of tracers at the San Andreas, one paranoia 
to be superseded by another. Figure it was Vegas and those slot machines 
coming up acid raptured show girls. The live bait of themselves dancing on 
the edges of craters, the near reachlessness of those nuclear sinkholes and 
their foreseen arithmetic spread into the bloodstreams of themselves and 
ourselves downwind, testing our equilibriums against the tremors and 
dividing ourselves between a taste for the atomic and the other disassemblies 
where large hilly land masses don 't tend to increase air blast effects in some 
areas and lose them in others. 

X 

Minotaur winding us 
toward himself 

labyrinth spilling headless ants 

upon our loss of skill 

The girl had fallen asleep. It was the ice. The storms of it smothering 
her nostrils, the divisions of her teeth. The water. It was locked. Her thirst 
and it would not touch . Her parents told her about the beginning . The blue 
cliffs ofice and all the ice behind them, how one evening it seemed the color 
of the sun had changed the blue dryness of the sky and the ice was a trickle 
at first . The panthers would come , lick at the suddenl y released waters until 
they forgot about blood and meat, what always seemed to dress the bones 
of anything in this way. The cats starved, slurping there, and the girl 
thought they were like the huge wolves her people sometimes baited, stick 
fat encrusted bone harpoons into the land and wait and the wolves came 
and licked and got mutilated there and couldn 't stop the licking, the 
bleeding of themselves in a puddle spreading away from the little harpoon . 
But one panther, a small female, seemed not to starve. Chewed all what had 
been a white earth into a blue ocean and decided to live at the bottom . The 
panther ate maybe three glaciers there, maybe not, and had to shit . And 
when it came it was copper nuggets that washed up to the shores of what 
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she'd made. She watched the girl and transformed her into the head of a 
spear, the copper becoming sharp and flat and long and the panther knew 
the girl could wait for the others and that they would be like her. 

It 's when the pavement about ten minutes after sundown glows a slight 
red and you begin to see the humps up beyond the Mere' s hood, the rattlers 
who've slithered to the highway's edge to keep the warmth in their bodies, 
how such warmth might want to explore a galaxy or a collapsed star if you 
crush the bodies that hold it, so you move to the center line because 
rattlesnakes are either ladies or gentlemen too, and you tune in to whatever 
radio waves might be around, click those pot metal buttons and hear the 
Olympics "Big Boy Pete" blare out of Watts, Johnny Otis, and El Monte 
mixing with all the other chopped channelled metal that ever got fused to 
the local vengeance of gang war. Wesley looked at the glow, the road dying 
as if it were a horizon to horizon ember trapped in the wrong shape, 
thought about his younger sister and her gang, how the girls sprayed their 
hair into about a foot bouffant stacked by pure resin and the razor blades 
they hid in there reserved for gang-girls, gang-boys from other towns. They 
could pull that Gillette engineered technology out of their Louis IV 
coiffures sooner than a hiss. And his sister could dance, go to the contests 
from Pomona to Balboa. Mash potato herself to a frenzy her hair mixing 
with the metallurgy and temporary plastic of the Dipity Do for the finest 
hold her change could buy and those razors never seemed to slip. If the 
Mere got him to Barstow he'd be maybe a little closer to what we'd been 
told were the extraterrestrial depots all flying saucer captains really did love 
inside the Newberry and Calico Mountains. Some waited on the most 
desolate ridges, thought if they took on the proper condition of reverence 
they'd be beamed up. Stand out there trying to figure out which of the 
billion galactic lights ' d be the one to make them the honored visitor to 
another planet, get to be like Geronimo when he came to New York City 
and wondered why white people would want to sleep in only one house all 
their lives, why they didn't want to sleep in a different one every night. That 
the warrior could have such a quiet sense of humor about the conqueror was 
one thing, that the country of his people would become the primary launch 
pad for the rocket and atomic hallucinations of another would be a side 
show his ghost could giggle over for at least half the lives of the red giants 
and white dwarfs that'd come to have a peaceful smoke at his camp fires. 
Wesley decided on Route 66. He'd had enough of Blythe. Once when he 
was real thirsty he had to stop at the only diner in town that worked and 
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the whole parking lot was covered with crickets so by the time he crunched 
his way to the front door and smelled the steaks and the Al that'd be poured 
over that meat rushing out the air conditioner vents he figured he 'd had a 
journey on what planet he wasn't exactly sure but sure as shit every time he 
remembered that glass of water he'd hear every one of those crickets he 'd 
crushed for it and wonder what kind of town Blythe was what the wives 
thought of the men who made them live in a place where the local crickets 
surrounded the restaurants and made the simp lest night out into unbear
able auditions that the women could hold far into themselves and wonder 
about who drinks and sinks them. So Wesley' d try Needles even if crickets 
were there too. At least he 'd go through Bagdad, not the one with Kish and 
Tikrit nibbling at its enchantments but the one between Klondike and 
Amboy, pass by the badlands of granite and lava surrounding Bristol Lake 
where no soil development 's taken place since the Hadrocyons, the dog
bears of the Pliocene savannas , sniffed and scared the pronghorns so bad 
they became the best runners that ever lived bet this side of twelve million 
years and the death of eight worlds. 

Wesley put on his Bing Surfboards "T" shirt for good luck , crossed the 
Colorado and headed for Meteor Crater. Route 66 makes you want to 

become a visitor and do what visitors do so he detoured, went to look at this 
hole and if the Mere gave out there push the outfit over the Crater 's rock 
tortured lips and not even think about how the car freaks in an unnamed 
century to come would want to customize him for the ravens. But when he 
took a peek at chis extraterrestrial damage all he could think about was 
WAHOO SHOTS, Wein' s displacement law, Tenth-value thickness, and 
Plasma oscillations. It made him know how deeply etched the card was that 
told how far anyone was away from the Dose-Distances and sufficient 
thicknesses of matter everyone was made of and its absorption powers. 
Samuel Glasstone had been thoughtful enough to include a tourist grade 
picture of the Eniwetok Fireball lighting the Pacific around it a spectacular 
blood red. He 'd picked up "T he Effects of Nuclear Weapons " in a local 
library after one of our surfer friends told him about it , said it made every 
minute he 'd spent in the jungle a little more meaningful. It was filled with 
graphs, explanations, equations. The whole goddamned thing scared us to 
a shit pink panic , and it was filled with a language, an aftertime language, 
chat somebody, obviously a rocket ship full of somebodies, spoke fluently , 
their brains floated in the ocean of Afterwinds, bone-seekers, Rankine
H ugoniot relations, Skyshi~e while Wesley waited for the seals to join him 
in the fall runs. The Lovelace Foundation in its contract to the Atomic 
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Energy Commission 's Division of Biology and Medicine also included a 
portable Nuclear Bomb Effects Computer, a five and a quarter inch 
circular plastic disk that could help you to measure "Glass-Missile Data for 
Penetration of 1-CM soft Tissue ," "Crater Dimensions ," "Early Fallout 
Dose Rates, " and "For example, a 20MT explosion produces a fireball with 
a maximum radius of2 .3 mi. The minimum height of burst for negligible 
early fallout, read in same window, is 1.8 mi ." You could take this disk 
anywhere you wanted, spin it, find out how quick your dad's new chevy 
would turn into home-built vapor. This friend showed us all how to work 
that disk one night over a drift wood fire. The other surfers with their faces 
lie up around Wesley had joined the Marines. He buried the disk, didn 't 
want our little sisters or brothers to be poisoned by it and we knew we were 
even if we'd never seen it. 

We sley turned from the Crater, chis high desert marked by the petrified 
remains of ancient forests , and this hole which seemed to have conscripted 
night and day, the impassive fall of the meteor rearing the unease ofits huge 
distant fertilities, for one, or a trillion nights to be alive, and turn those 
forms and deformities to the rain . He walked over co the Mere and checked 
the oil for the New Mexico horizon that would push him toward the Pecos 
Plains and the Llano Estacado. If America was gonna become a Mach 
Effect, then maybe the Ghan knew.Just another region of shock, the lovely 
wife's demand that someone eat her pussy as of a lonely descent into voices 
th at drown the mind . He could head East away from the tests that edged 
up to the casinos and front doors of his earliest memories where his mother, 
every tim e she'd hear about another explosion, would stand , look out over 
the San Bernardi nos at the direction of Vegas and mumble about Apache 
mountain demons and Kachinas and that it was mixing into a dust she 
preferred not co breathe, her Indian dread chewing on a horizon she kept 
secret in herself. Everytime the Marines landed she 'd go into a period of 
shame chinking of those soldiers as witch-possessed back co the extermina
tions of other Indians primarily the women of the Cheyenne , or the Sioux, 
the Arapaho who old or young were scalped. Their pubic hair cut out and 
carried as trophies by the American soldiers. That such violence was 
starting again. It made Wesley's mother panic, go beyond his father or 
himself, so when he got back from that Crater he couldn 't rightfull y decide 
ifWest or East was truly anywhere, lit a cigarette , pulled out the One-Eyed 
Jack he always carried, the magnifying glass his father taught him never not 
to have in case he needed an advantage over miracles when they did their 
funn y things, an artifact budding knife , piled such pocket stuff on the 
hood, spic on it , and flipped a quarter. 
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Andrew Schelling 

Poems from the Sattasai of King Hala 

He has gone 
and every moment 
of every one of our night s 
comes back co haunt me 
Huge thunderclouds 
are gathering over th e village 
they sound like the 
drums 
at a hanging 

-Kalyana 
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He gets up from 
the mat 
after we make love 
and steps into the moonlight
just for a moment 
it's as though he 's vanished into 
some unimaginabl y 
far off country 

-Makaranda 
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No one to share a 
quick glance 
no one to lie with in bed 
and whisper about pleasures or fears
this hateful village 
full of the 
narrowest people 
there's no one even to joke with 

-Me ghanada 
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I have brought 
many ox herds 
and for a long time saved the great 
bell collars 
Tell Chandika the wrathful 
that today I fasten them all 
to the gates 
of her temple 

-Satyaswamin 
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This morning he left as 
the sun rose 
I visit the temples 
the city gates and the courtyards 
I find them all 
desolate 

-Amrita 
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Friends 
have gone on before us 
Twisted stumps 
stand alone in the desolate grove 
Who would have thought youth could vanish? 
Or love 
have its roots cut? 

-Nirupama 
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What can I do? 
we make love in the common position 
he calls it sedate 
bur invent 
something new 
he asks where I 
learnt it 

-anonymous 
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In those days our village 
had splendor, 
young men came and went, 
there was one girl 
of the most 
uncommon beauty 
Tonight they speak of the old days 
as though of a 
legend 
and I who've grown old 
only listen 

-anonymous 
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Note on King Hala's Sattasai 

I have been reading the anthology compiled by Hala for twenty years, 
and at each reading new poems catch me up with an immediacy that recalls 
the great early poets of the Greek Anthology. The poems are vivid, precise, 
witty, secular, tragic. Most are about sexual love. King Hala appears by the 
best estimates to have lived about 200 C.E. He was a ruler of the Satavahana 
Dynasty, but aside from his anthology, simply called Sattasai, or Seven 
Hundred Poems, has left no record. The poems he compiled were 
composed in a prakit, or literary vernacular , of Maharashtra State, India. 
They predate the earliest verses from classical Sanskrit, but establish the 
principal themes the later tradition found worth developing. At the outset 
Hala makes it clear his collection will focus on love poems. He begins with 
three invocatory verses, the second showing how little times have changed 
for the poet. 

They lecture as though 
adept at love 
yet never read 
never even listen to 
deathless Prakrit poetry. 

What I find remarkable here is that Hala regarded poets as those whose 
business it was to know love-know it in its intricate details-a position 
stated in much stronger terms in the Kama Sutra. Our own civilization is 
utterly confused about sexual intimacy. Hala' s was not. To learn about the 
charms and torments of love, you consulted a book of poems. 

The Satavahana is the same dynasty that painted the eloquent and 
infinitely tender Buddhist murals on the cave walls at Ajanta. Yet Hala ' s 
anthology is resolutely secular. The only Buddhist figure I can find in the 
collection is a young bhikku, or wandering mendicant, who seems about 
to break his vow ofchastitywhen a village girl with bare midriffladles some 
gruel into his begging bowl. The poems often treat love with delicate 
humor. They never swerve from a tender, intimate, and discrete approach. 
It's a very particular tone, made explicit in the seventh century by the poet 
Oandin: to express an erotic idea directly is to be vulgar, to suggest it 
discretely is the mark of refinement. Some poems in the Sattasai act so 
indirectly that critics felt the need to elucidate. 
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Hut of reeds 
tendrils 
off in the forest 

birds 
scattering 

beating their wings 
upwards-
young wife at her 
housework hears them 
arms and legs 
suddenly weak 

- Chaya 

The commenta to rs report that when the birds scatter the village girl 
(probably married quite young to a man she hardly knew) realizes her lover 
has arrived at their trysting place. Hence her abrupt, very physical response. 

Two hundred and sixty-five poets appear by name in Hala' s anthology, 
of whom eight are women. This is a great number of poets. Few contem
porary American anthologists would include so many. So what we're 
speaking of is a considerable tradition. Hala himself says he selected these 
seven hundred verses from one koti-ten million. Surely he exaggerates. 
Yet it tells us he included only a fraction of what was available . In one verse 
Hala refers to himself as kavivatsala-"comrade of poets." But he was more 
than a comrade, more than some dynastic chieftain with poetic inclina
tions, more than an anthologizer. Forty of the poems are his own, some of 
them quite good, and many more were probably arranged or even put into 
final shape by him. That a great number of poems go uncredited, including 
the final two hundred, raises some intriguing questions. -A.S. 
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Clayton Eshleman 

Matrix, Blower 

I was going many ways at once 
and did not know the word that was spreading, 
a drop of psyche had separated into streams, 
each with a febrile image purpose , 
ravenous image snakes all heading out hungry for extension , 
must one choose 
which snake-or might one choose their knotted source? 

One says: dream is a stable place to flail, 
to swingle bast from circumstance, 
and this is almost true 

One says: dream wisps are image 
produce the poet must pestle 
or tie, like a bunch of mistletoe , 
dead giveaways, and this too is almost true 

This repeated dream: I am crawling a black alley 
past sights I cannot bear, alley 
intestines, the monster composed of daily news 

Last night a nipple was offered-
instead of sucking in the squalor discharge 
I wrenched up , banging 
against a ceiling roar of celebration 

I looked back , the alley 
now spiraling down to a vanishing 
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I was inside the horn of plenty 
with worm nests for the poor. 
Where the fruits of the earth were said to spill, 
a slab for the rich 
barricaded the cornucopian flow, 
the blood issuing from the head of Achelous, 
his horn ripped off by Heracles. 
It is said that from the blood of this rupture 
the Sirens were born-

ragged round pit of the tear, 
does it mask the Muse's bloody mouth? 

It is also said that Sirens were in the meadow with Kore, 
bird-footed bearded girls 
watching Kore pluck a psilocybin out of a cow-pie 
and bite into its head 

-I turned on the sink disposal and heard all forms 
roar down, Kore's screams. 
Hadic eruption must have come after 
a horn turned Siren 

I think poetry exploded from a midden, 
overheated garbage, combustion of 
all suddenly adding up 

Binder Siren and throttler Sphinx 
cornucopia down into Muse eggs where inspiration 
(the inflation) and fate (the constriction) 
separate and combine-

I keep having this fuzzy vision of the psychic head, 
of a brain termite queen pumping out image tendrils , 
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a vision of source hovering as this soft stuff in the skull 
and then a creature blowing into it 
(Sirens, the nightside or ancient form of the Muse, 
are said to suck the ·breath of the sick 
and are associated with siesta-nightmares), 
"muse" akin to musus, "animal muzzle, " 
a Muse-muzzled succubus crawling across the dreamer 
or up through the dreaming, 
blowing the dreamer's mind, 
mind ejaculating into Muse muzzle, 
"psyche" akin to "psychein " = to blow 

Say Laussel ripped off the bull 's horn 
and experienced inner tearing 
as if something began to bleed within, 
what is this thing that was felt? 
A killed-out image? 
The sensation of a plunging rise, 
a fall so total it swerved into ascent? 

This bleeding, this fount-
Aztecs saw snakes coiling out a decapitated's neck 
not as a fantasy of wriggling veins 
but as the body's serpent power 
released in the instant of decapitation 

To have severed a head 
to gaze at life's black , U-shaped power 
out of which image larvae began to seethe, 
as if in doubling-back depth 
there is a fructifying compost equal to 

the weight of the loaded horn 
which this faceless woman of the nightmare 
could barely raise, 
feeble left hand resting on her swollen belly, 
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she now possesses what impregnates her, 
she's parthenogenetically cocked 

Out of a curdling implosion, 
out of a caldron of generational fat, 
the Venus of Lespugue rises 
and is caught at the waist by 
-is it mother flesh 
she is ascending through? 
As if she would completely pop out, a maiden. 
Then I look again: she is docile, 
her bowed head dove-like 
over a bulbous 
double stomach, forearms flaccid. 
Buffie Johnson noticed the arms were wing-like, 
that Lespugue has tail feathers. 
One senses that Lespugue is a frozen instant 
where woman breaking into bird 
breaking into woman were seized and held, 
the pupa of each. 
The daughter rises out of the mother core, 
bird-shaman invested. 
Footless Lespugue-
held upside down, from the back 
her pressed-leg-stumps become a head, 
buttocks enormous breasts 

She floats, Cro-Magnon mind, 
frog brain shaped 

Like the Venus of Milo, her lackings 
project us into her. .. chips off the old vulva 

Nor is Jeffrey Dahmer 
utterly beside the point: 
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to not want to be left by anyone we touch 
1s amn10t1c-

m 1magmat1on 
we seek to keep our freezer full of heads, 
we bow to heads taken before we existed 

If nothing is absolutely dead 
then all-and nothing-has the power to rise, 
like smoke, to permeate me 
with its insurrectional deadness 

At Abri Cellier: the neck and head of a blowing horse 
crudely engraved in a stone block. 
Across the neck, a vulva a bit bigger than the horse head 

has been gouged. 
"The original sentence, the original metaphor: Tat Tvam Asi, 

Thou art that" 
Blowing horse head = vulva, 
thus: a blowing horse head vulva, 
"Beauty will be erotic-veiled, exploding-fixed, magic-

circumstantial or it will not be" 
The exploding and the fixed at 30,000 BP, 
the Aurignacian "hydrogen jukebox." 
The vulva is in the head blowing 
"to blow " akin to blowan, "to blossom," 
to move with force [said of the wind], 
to send forth air [as of the mouth], 
to be carried by the wind, 
to pant, be breathless, 
to sound by blowing, to spout water and air, 
to force air from a bellows, 
to melt [said of a fuse], 
to burst [as a tire], 
to deposit eggs [said of flies], 
to spend money freely, 
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to forget one 's lines, 
to enlarge a photograph, 
to brag, 
to inhale cocaine. 
to vomit, 
to bungle , 
to crack under pressure , 
to squander, 
to storm , 
to play jazz, 
to blow a gasket, 
to blow blood, 
to blow Z's, 
"I've got to get a blow from this endless surgery " 
"My body and my blow get along fine" 
"He keeps a blowze and beats his spouse " 
"She blew the stoplight at Alessandro" 
"A breakfast of blow-out patches, steak, and coffee" 
"Her old man was blowin' chow in every direction" 
"Two of the mounted force were engaged in the arduous task 

of blowing a cloud" 
"I'm going to do the sucker act and blow myself ' 

Mountains mammoths mamountains 

Dorsal lines in active penetration of 
what I can see through, what I see through with 

What I pass is passing through me, the backs 
passing through me are passing me back 

Rifted tufts of wild cherry, juniper , birch 

Clouds heavy with animal membrane, 
mortiflies breaking out of seed league, 
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clouds heavy with marl, with caul, o 
the foreloom, glacier 

is inadequate, reality 

is inadequate, we 

are attack admissible , mudderscrufl 

The vaginascope is inadequate! 
The foeta lope, broken! 

Tonight I have placed 
my mama moth bones in anatomical position, 
I have explored the marrow circuit of my credo: 

fetus-
femur-
fecundus-
femina 

and I have eaten the guardian spider who , 
in carbon mask, 
offered herself to me once the bones were assembled 

Chords of babycry-there , out there, of wind , 
of mooralie 

My aim my urn my prattlescream 

Once my mother turned herself into a bee with compound eyes 
big as plates 

Light up the crotch of a scallion 

No night was darker with adder inner lushroom 
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I was 18 months old. I saw my mother give my father a hand 
job, and said: I can do better than that! So I gave him a blow 
job. It is hard the first time you get caught. You just agree with 
Antlered-owl, and say: yes I'm eating my father! He likes it! It 
is a good thing to do 

At what stage are we in our multiphasic Expulsion? 

I know the furlough Neanderthal extinction has granted 

I know reindeer is a plate on which I serve bison 

I know I am a plate on which bear serves salmon 

That salmon also serves bear 
That I also serve hyena 

0 the chunks of eeling, the hamstrung 
natal-ringing 
thuds, the icerian 
isolation 

Divine peak 
its snow our rivulet 

To drink in my buried-alive daughter: 
highest altar 

"After the first death, there is no other " 

Before the first death, was all other? 

Can I grasp the news of this newness? 
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I have eaten my prow , 
cradles have sprouted in my nightcoat 
-or are they cromlechs? 
or birch cones? 
or starry sarx? 

Passionate Eros suffuses mind in layers of storm mergers 

This excites the bears in the void 
turning the honey into ransacked hives 

Poetry 
"sunyata ryori" 

Emptiness cuisine 

It is mind from scratch that leads. 
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Juliana Spahr 

Crowd Work 

I. 

He or she is [sitting] while he or she is [standing] over him or her. 

He or she is now [standing] and he or she {stands} beside him or her. 

He or she walks [away} from him or her, towards the front of the stage. 

He or she [stands} there waiting, back to him or her. 

He or she [stands} waiting. 

This one sitting in the beginning was his or her red-ha ired student. He or 
she was sitting and th en standing. He or she in th e narrative was sitting and 
[crouched] in the corner. He or she had to be protected. He or she was 
sitting and then standing later on in the conversation. The conversation 
was in the hall. He or she stood over him or her. In the narrative the red-

[ 
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He or she {stands]. 

He or she [sits J and he or she who is waiting turns around and now [stands] over 
him or her. 

The gears in the watch are connected in their [turning]. In its desire [to turn] 
the gear has a pinion. The pinion [rotates] another gear and this gear in turn 
[rotates] a third gear. 

He or she [stands] over him or her. 

He or she {turns] his or her gear. Then the gear [turns] and he or she is now at 
the bottom and he or she now {stands] over top of him or her. 

haired creature is a child. Or there is a child and he or she in his or her 
narrative must protect a red-haired creature from things that are going to 
happen. The red-haired creature is sitting, [crouched], when he or she 
wants to be standing. He or she is attached to the pinion. The gears are 
big and slow moving. Like in a car when the two spur gears are in mesh , 
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In this turning there is motion and fluidity . But it is also about (power}. 

In any relationship, he or she is [standing] or [sitting]. 

Then [standing]. 

Then [sitting). 

This is the way one [changes}. 

transmitting power from one to the other, and are referred to as the driving 
and the driven gear. The red-haired creature is the driven gear at this 
moment. The driven gear is smaller than the other gear and it is d lled the 
pinion and the other simply the gear. He or she is the gear. The breature 
is the pinion. There is a large speed reduction so the gear is much larger than 
the pinion. 
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II. 

In the narrative both are [sitting] but one sits behind a [desk}. 

Another [sits} forward on the [chair}. 

One [questions] the other. 

The other [Listens}. 

In the office he or she, who is behind the desk, asks him or her, who is in 
front of the desk, a series of questions . They are questions like how old are 
you? where do you work? do you have insurance? are you married? what 
does your wife or husband do? for how long? do you have any children? He 
or she who is in front of the desk answers the questions. In this narrative 
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One [takes} notes. 

One [speaks}. 

One [nods}. 

One [confesses}. 

at this moment although both are sitting, one is really standing . He or she 
who is really standing has his or her knees under the desk. Knees under the 
desk is the position of a dog [crouched], ready to pounce in anger. The 
position of a dog [crouched] ready to pounce is a position of standing. He 
or she is standing while he or she is sitting over someone else who is just 
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One remains !detached! 

This is the back and forth of [standing] and [sitting]. 

This is the [conversation}. 

sitting. This is because of the questions also. Or it is the way that in order 
to increase the number of teeth in contact with meshed gears, permitting 
higher speeds with smoother action, helical gears are used. The shape of 
helical gears may be [visualized] by imagining an ordinary spur gear made 
up of an infinite number of thin disks and each disk rotated through a small 
angle . A serious disadvantage of helical gears is an axial thrust caused by the 
normal pressure on mating teeth. 
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III. 

The degree of play had been eliminated. 
They sat in a movie therefore knowing what 
to do next. Predators were everywhere and 
the abiliry to say anything severely cur
tailed. 

-Susan Gevirtz, "Without Event : 
The Reign of Commotion" 

If this did happen, we need to [take care} ofit. 

I can't see [myself} [doing} this. 

There may be a [dark side] [of me} that I don't know about. 

In another narrative, a man or a woman is accused of satanically abusing 
a child. Or one child claims this. And then another child makes a claim that 
is similar but different. And then the man or the woman admits. Then the 
man or the woman's friends who came over and played poker admit. Then 
the man or the woman's wife or husband admits . They all tell different 
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I really believe that the allegations did [occur} and that I did violate them and 
[abuse} them and probably for a [long period of time}. 

I've [repressed} it. 

I have a hard tim e hugging them, or even telling them that I love them, and, 
uh, I just know that that's not [natural}. 

stories. It is a long time before they realize they are not admitting but are 
fabricating. Or in another narr ative: three humans are accused of murder
ing three other humans. The three accused murderers are young but the 
three who are murdered are even younger. These murders people suspect 
were done in the .name of Satan . This makes people angry. One of the 
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I don't [remember J anything. 

I [would've} [removed] her clothing, uh, at least the underpants or bottoms to 
the nightgown . 

I [touched] her on her breasts and I [touched] her on her vagina .. . 

accused murderers is retarded and the other two are very inarticulate. They 
are inarticulate like students who do not understand the material and have 
to write papers on it anyway. After he or she hears all about the story and 
listens to the interviews and watches the trial, he or she feels that power lies 
in articulation . But one of the accused murderers, the most articulate one , 
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Uh, I [did} . . . 

I [would've} gone back to bed with my [wife]. 

the one with a son or daughter, feels chat [power] lies in being thought of 
as the town boogie man, the one under the bed, the daemon of West 
Memphis, Arkansas. The helical gear here is the thrust cowards story, 
cowards making story . It is the normal pressure on mating teeth made 
extreme by the desire for answers for the horrible things that can happen. 
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IV. 

Tell me about [your} [mother}. 

About [your} {father}. 

About [your] [childhood}. 

Tell [me}. 

At the exit to the parking lot, which had those spikes that prevent one from 
leaving without paying, he or she said don't let me back up. If one drives 
over the spikes the right way then they go down. If one backs up then they 
puncture your tires. What he or she meant when he or she said that was 
don't let me slide back. What he or she meant was that they were writing 
or thinking or talking and were worried about stopping doing that. And he 
or she, a passenger in the car, in order to not have the backing up happen 
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Tell (me}. 

How do (you} {feel}? 

What does it (feel like}? 

Can you locate that feeling in (your} [body}? 

Why are (you} {unable} to do so? 

changed the subject. Later when he or she settled down, settling is like 
getting married , he or she, the passenger in the car, felt abandoned by his 
or her refusal to approach the moment. Because he or she, the passenger in 
the car, was only that moment of not backing up or could only feel when 
he or she touched that moment of not backing up as if by touching it he 
or she could briefly become the dog [crouched] down, ready to pounce or 
the helical gear with the pressure and the mating teeth. 
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Kenneth Irby 

Homage to Kandinsky and Hardey
Composition I Improvisation, 

Starting with a Profession by Hardey 

-and I was a convert to the field of imagination into which I was born 
the stable scallcree driver drives so fast up hill and down the stomach 

and ass almost come, and the feats of the wind in the feet 
out of the fire above the fire tree line the mimosa bloom bird holds the 

nine taken elephants of the body of its openings up, only the tail 
and claws and beak, the wings are free 

beneath each body from gullet to ass and tail and under the trunk and 
feet and at the fringes of the ears the color and speckled opal scales 
are belly snake of human flesh and in thrown flames aloft and all in 
space around 

a stain of use has the sfumaco of horizons 
roosting places for the power of the energies into which we project the 

way we analyze the world, on the way 
and if they had known whales, would they have depicted whales, but 

did they not know and did they not depict, transelemental 
aspirations of embodiment 

she is the one who causes us to cross, but chat may be the hall, but chat 
may be the driver and his breast and belly 

green and of the green, but not of envy, but of the traced residues of 
other lives, curved with the foot curve and with the body just 
touched into allowing arousal, potentiating is remembering 

each throws out a line of moment anchoring and faring, 
circumambulacion of the inner lake, its old resorts and new 
adventurings, the werehalls of comradeship, the ring auras, 
processional, the cough, the itch 

we carry a photograph around against the breast, of all our lives, three 
persons we do not at first, we only barely start to recognize, and it 
gees sopping wet through our cloches and through harplike through 
the halls its envelope 
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and in its drying, the necessary gutter trash of floods , of all the body 
overflows by which we more than live, lodges at the bottom, stuck 
to the foreground of scrutiny, starting to eat away the emulsion and 
the visages, except the third, above, clear, the always who is that the 
edge does not contain 

like some people 's x-rays and horoscopes, we pull this out whenever we 
can and show it and ask 

the herald of the morn 
as though the dog that we had never known before had sighed and 

wakened in the bed with us, come back, the candle and the matches, 
the bit of rope at last for the journey 

* 

You see: those skies and colors of the skies and those church 
machicolated horizons out from underneath the springs of the holly, 
the black invigoration vomitory elastic ilex strength, are the secret of 
painting of a century ago, that past painted light now our seen light , 
but only to make from, not to keep 

what has been built is just the circuit of children 's elaborate Ponte 
Vecchios of escape to the world, the culvert sprung from to the 
sudden ciry, each child grown up almost overnight and hardly 
recognized until-

- you trade again in dreams, finding down between and underneath 
the sofa cushions, wondering how long it's been there, become a 
cottage in the archaic 

* 

I thought I saw him shuffling along in Alvin's market, his back to me, 
pushing the cart, his almost as tall and just as gray and ashen wife at 
right angles, frowning and guarding access away, where I had often 
seen him, but always alone and vibrant kind 

but when I passed it was another who had lost his edge along those 
aisles, there as Lord Buckley, still pushing the mother cart, the father, 
the mower, the stroller, the unabandoned unabandoning child 
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I on the other hand might just as likely be, alone and whirling with the 
sauce pan in demanded unsacramented unrelented fling until the 
fresh sardines and shallots go to mush 

Cupid stands naked backwards on horseback, his bow unstrung aloft, 
around the hor se's neck how fast the fingernails grow, some say are 
hearts in string 

and in the other hand a branch of what his toes are also grabbing hold 
of in the coat, the autumn almost fruiting rose, the horse 's halo aura 
marigolds 

a-prance 
love is flung out 
as perilously as satyrs dancing on a greased wineskin before the football 

game, as free, as full to love, that crystal circuitry not of inheritance 
but simply gift, but held in trust as certainly as blood to kin, how 
long dark moons beneath the nails are known to be, not one 
diminished, not one unlost 

* 

Where children hymn high longing in the jumpup chalk hawk round 
the fountain overflow , until it's washed away and they transported, 
their age's ancient sag of spine prelingered in the wing buds' lift and 
spill 

dark as the innards ' hidden yearnings masked as picadillo rumblings , to 
be the tell-tale in no sensible overhead, yet hold-loam until 

* 

And the starter pistol was in the story of a summer research job, all 
given over to Spenserian elaborations of the standards of 
comparison, the institutions of laudation, because it too revolves, as 
we do, in the same grandness of just the ordinary ways of coming 
and going 

for part of the story was that the work also involved finding and 
documenting the old glazed-tile ceremonial gates of the university, 
long since decided out of date and an embarrassment and buried 
Trojan layers deep in brickedup side-corridors of the steam tunnels, 
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but still of heaven possible and of the organ chords they used to 

play, processional 
Nineveh and lions rampant are not more monumental regnant than 

these, prairie turquoise and its high grasses, and the Helianthus 
gatehead crowning over all, on into the starry ardors of adversity 

venite, iterum introite , redite 
come enter agam return 
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Visitations 

Travelling, travelling, deep within the circuits themselv es, not just the 
circuiting 

what in the path passes between the pather and the pathing , or in the 
reading 

and who else, always another, might, always the who else 
In the same way the driver told me he thought he was going around 

and around himself in the dark 
and the redhead with him in the conve rtible or the wealthy taciturnity 

he was driving for 
or even the timid fascinated little kids checking him out from the back 

of the roadside stand, and come again 
were not the who else 
-or your Uncle Bean as Brigadier, he said, looking at me straight, and 

me to thee 
At the same time, between the watcher and the watched there is always 

another place in the process of impinging on us from, aside 
while the gut's aside is up and down 
And enough, he said, in any case to know it 's there, but never enough 

to be too sure 
and not at all the same as stands off to one side and asks, how do you 

know how to do that , you don't know how to do that at all, idiot 
But since it is always with us, also ours, holding hands sometimes, 

lighting a cigarette and then not sometimes 
but who it is that can keep still 
For the true ones are known by their mark, and that I am not ever 

certain I can tell 
0 divine luminosities , o fiery tricksters, o other humans alive or gone 

on, o when you come, th e taste that is real 
Or Uncle Bean as Brigadier , though he stood over me, protective, and 

fixed grave houndom 's gazed abyss unfathomable into human stare, 
we share between us 

does he bring the certain share, the taste 
For even Mary did not know the angel Gabriel when he stood before 

her as a man without a flaw, because she did not recognize the sign 
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And so at each isthmu s, at each petiole you must be careful, and as the 
sight departs, certain only then , if then, if ever, in the leaving 

0 if I could only know whether he knows what heart he has possessed, 
or saved or perished or lost to love and left alone to face each certain 
danger 

* 

Now toss the coin of that small song, heads or tails, power on the one 
side, soul on the other, obverse and reverse of what whirl in the 
telling 

no voice for the singing, but in the voice itself the song come out as the 
color, the rush , and then the dying away 

The lines as sudden as blood on the fingertip and the scratch it came 
from disappeared 

as lost and hidden in the hair or down the back as Spring gone under in 
November woods, and expectation 

And yet exactly there to meet, exactly on the birthday and five years 
older than was he, in the degree of three and three 

and play for the meeting a fantasy in Art Tatum for the father, as 
Busoni's was in Bach for his 

"I Know That You Know" or Berrigan's "I Can 't Get Started" into the 
same war, flipped, unflipped 

and what the landscape is of each old 78 played until worn out, and 
past 

terrain made peneplain of ridge and groove ground down , too softly 
intric ate beyond facsimile to ever map or duplicate 

but real imaginal as meetings with our certain dead or those unknown 
we scan for their true seal 

But this is land, and music's land played out, and land intrinsicate, into 
what certain share 
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Dear J, 

Norman Finkelstein 

Collage 
-in memory of Helen Adam 

* * * 

Carnival at the edge of town 

Woman in a turban with a jewel 
telling fortunes 

Lady in suede gloves goes by 
three greyhounds at her heel 

Once again the heart is transfixed. 

* * * 

Crow Castle 
November, 19_ 

I have no one but myself to blame for this predicament. When the affair 
exploded, Crow Castle proved my only choice. You can well imagine what 
it was like getting here. Suffice it to say that they did not treat me gently. 
But all that ended once I arrived. Indeed, a great deal ended, or rather, 
changed so dramatically it seemed to have ended . Everything we had come 
to associate with "the other side" fell away. From all outward appearance, 
life here proceeds normally. Except for certain duties which I first per
formed with reluctance, but now find quite tolerable , I am left alone. There 
are a few others here, so we have been able to compare notes, as it were. No 
two histories are really similar, but certain common themes do emerge. 

You may recall that, before I was compelled to leave, we discussed the 
role of the will in the various arts we practiced. Both of us were attached 
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(rather sentimentally) to a notion favored by our contemporaries; chat is, 
it is best to relinquish one 's will in seeking to achieve transformation. 
Under the proper conditions, the new, desired form could appear instan
taneously and with no apparent effort on the practitioner 's part; his task 
having lay instead only in the arrangement of chose conditions. Only there , 
we allowed, did the will come into play, and just to set the scene and 
perhaps maintain a certain flexibility or efficiency of the instruments. 
Sooner or lacer (and how much patience was always demanded!), such 
powers as may arrive or may already inhabit the artist's world would set the 
process in motion, and in chat most pleasurable, most wrenching moment 
of achievement, the form would stand forth. 

I know now from sad experience chat we had forgotten one crucial 
element-not lack of craft, not human frailty, not even chance, but 
something I must call, however portentously, the abyss. When we shut our 
eyes, it may appear chat we have relinquished our will, but we are only 
gathering ourselves before we leap. And whether we land upon the ocher 
side or plummet downward, it is "in the shooting of the gulf," as one of our 
order once put it, chat transformation cakes place . 

I offer these observations despite the feeling chat, for me at least, such 
matters are now beside the point. Years seem co pass between the writing 
of one sentence and another, between the chinking of two consecutive 
thoughts. What is found in the passage between? le is there, I suppose, chat 
the" magic " is to be found, if it is to be found anywhere at all. Crow Castle 
itself may well be such a passage, despite the sense chat I may be here forever. 
The two notions are by no means mutually exclusive: I have taken up 
residence in a place chat is always elsewhere. 

So it seems that you should not expect my return any time soon. I'll try 
to get word to you again after the spring chaw. Please send my regards to 

the crowd at the Cafe Luna. Is Tony still calling himself Antoine since the 
place changed hands? And of course, remember me to Suzanne. 

As ever, 
R. 

PS Looking out from the east cower, I can see chat the troops are on the 
move agam. 
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Man-headed dog 
Dog-headed man 

White cat, gold cat 

* * * 

Moch with eyes upon its wings 

Eyes behind the screen 
Ac the foot of the bed 

Naked they grapple 
And in the skies above 

This house is made strange by love. 

* * * 

And by a waterfall 

a furious angel 

And in the chamber 

a rat and a goose 

And in the chamber 

a severed hand 

And in the chamber of the skull 

no rest, no rest. 
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* * * 

In the sequence of invention 
you come to a place 

The turns in the maze 
chat lead to empty laught er 

One turn beyond the mirror 
two beyond the sea 

And if you love her you will know 
you will know you love her. 

* * * 

My father was a minister 
and my mother was the girl 
he had found on the moors 

My father had a walking stick 
with the head of a dog 

My father had a walking stick 
chat walked by itself 

My father 's dog 
walked by mother 's side 

Walked and walked 
when she was lost on the moors 

My father 's mother 
found the moors 
guarded by dogs 
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With eyes big as saucers 
and voices of brass 

Lie down lie down 
say the voices of brass 

Lie down say the voices 
of silk and brass 

In mother 's parlor 
in father's parlor 
in mother 's parlor 

No longer to walk 
like a dog by my side. 

* * * 

The magic rises 
from love in despair 

Desire returning 
as a vengeful ghost 

The ghost of old Egypt 
howling across the Nile 

Incarnated in an oak tree 
in the center of the field 

Incarnated in the empty 
center of the maze 

The name of the maze is Troy Town 
or Troynovant, where love lived and died 
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Or the Elfin Pedlar 
where love lived and died 

The humming top and the dove 
and the death of love. 

* * * 

have tried to convey the intrusiveness of these voices through the use of 
italics, but I am not altogether satisfied with the result. And there seems to 

be nothing I can do to give the reader the sense of simultaneity which the 
visual artist can achieve, but which the writer, working through time rather 
than space, cannot reproduce in anywhere near a convincing fashion. The 
inevitable linearity of even the most disjunctive series of texts 

* * * 

This is the withdrawal of the frame 

This is the loss of the context 

This is where 

And this is where 

A cat encrypted in a wall or on a wall 

An invisible dwarf beating us all at chess 

References to cats and chess 

I could make this rhyme but I have been emptied of desire 

Still a ballad. 
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* * * 
As a girl, a prodigy 
at death, a ward of the state 

How many files opened 
how many miles travelled 

How many sisters loved and lost 
how many in the counting rhyme 

One two three 
four five six 

Seven 
and six different men 

And a unicorn. 

* * * 
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Helen Adam & Robert Duncan 

Selected Correspondence: 1955-1956 

Helen Adam met Robert Duncan when she took his poetry workshop at the 
Poetry Center at San Francisco State College in 195 4. Adam, a Scottish poet 
in her late forties who composed and performed dramatic supernatural ballads, 
was initially an enigma to Duncan. However, after a poetry reading gi.ven by 
workshop participants during which she recited Blake's Songs of Innocence 
and of Experience, Duncan recognized in her a kindred Romantic spirit . She 
also inspired him to try his hand at the ballad form. Robert and his partner j ess 
soon became close friends with Helen , her sister Pat, and their mother. Duncan 
and Helen Adam carried on a correspondence intermittently until Duncan's 
death in 1988. 

The correspondence begins when Duncan and jess are living in Mallorca, 
Spain in April of 1955. The two then spent time in Paris and London before 
they went to Black Mountain College where Duncan began teaching in March 
of 1956. They returned to San Francisco in September of that same year, at 
which time Duncan took up the position of Assistant Director of the Poetry 
Center. 

The letters are presented as closely as possible to the mostly handwritten 
originals. The selection does not include all of the letters from 195 5-56. Printed 
with the permission ofThe Poetry/Rare Books Collection, University Libraries, 
State University of New York at Buffalo, The Literary Estate of Robert 
Duncan, and the Literary Estate of Helen Adam . All materials by Robert 
Duncan © The Literary Estate of Robert Duncan . All materials by Helen 
Adam © The Literary Estate of Helen Adam . Material by Charles Olson is 
from the Charles Olson Papers, Archives & Special Collections, Thomas]. 
Dodd Research Center, University of Connecticut Libraries. © The University 
of Connecticut Libraries. Used with permission . 

The editors would like to thank Robert]. Bertholf for generously allowing 
them to publish this material, and for his help wit h the transcriptions. All 
footnotes are by the editors. (KP.) 
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April 8, 1955 
Dear Helen: 
Mallorca-especially here in Bafialbufar-is quite beautiful; not as inex
pensive as the wildest reports wld. have it, but still amazingly cheap. Jess 
and I will be able to make it on the hundred a month we have. And that 
with a fine apartment-eight rooms with a great veranda overlooking fields 
& the sea; and a housekeeper who does all the cleaning up and washing and 
who is very jolly and a key to the little town. Which is very much too a cat 
town-there is a great population of them, more aloof than American cats. 
But soon we will have some kittens ourselves. 

It is so strange to make a move as we did out of such a loved city, and 
meaning to separate from so many friends and from [the cats] Kit and 
Pumpkin and Princess. But once I realized it, how rooted down-and then 
ingenuous in that way-rooting the other to me-affections had become 
it was inevitable to go. And afraid I was that changing wld not be possible; 
afraid I was of the new oldness. Well, once here we are beginning to come 
to life.Jess has done eleven drawings in three or four days. I am reading The 
Road to Xanadu which I had never read before and revelling in being close 
to Coleridge again. Lowes['] book is so good that one can see looming up 
what he doesn't or perhaps won't see. There is a trembling of the soul 
indeed when Lowes notes Coleridge's words that "if he should feel again 
the genial warmth and stir of the poetic impulse" he shld transpose himself 
"into a rock, with its summit just raised above the surface of some bay or 
strait in the Arctic Sea .... "* 

But this letter is more to exclaim. That we found you all-the Adam 
family such a special revelation. It is the kinship one feels with those 
however and wherever that live in an enchantment of the imagination
antiques, we are, of the 19th century? It is this that I admire in the 
surrealists: the powers of the word rather than the power of the word. I 
reach for the distinction. 

I hope, dear Helen, to have soon notices of enchantment to send you. 
yrs 
Robert 

* John Livingston Lowes, The Road to Xanadu: A Study in the Ways of the 
Imagination, Houghton Mifflin , 1927. 
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25th May [1955) 
Dear Duncan, 

The book is a complete joy, from the lovely cover, like a mysterious 
poem in itself with its rhythms of green and crimson, to my long coveted, 
'C[a]esar's Gate ' on the final page.* 

What a charming and surprising way to send that poem to me! 
Yesterday was such an irresistible spring day that I had taken the 

morning off from work and was about to walk Kilty in Sutro forest when 
this treasure arrived, so I took it with me, carefully wrapped, and read it for 
the first time in a sunny grove among those flickering trees, with their 
occasional vivid red leaves like the reds and greens of your poetic cover. 
Excepting Blake's "Songs of Innocence " I have never seen such a lovely 
mingling of poetry and pictures. Did you do these elfish drawings that seem 
so much a part of the music of the poems , or are they Jess's? I adore the 
young girl with her magic animals, and the graceful tree growing so 
spontaneously from the page. The whole thing has a loveliness that charms 
the heart. The strange, surrealistic fantasy of "Eluard 's Death," that 
wonderful stuff about the mystery of identity in "From my Notebook," the 
dream quality of "An Imaginary Woman" "Her Thighs, Like the light of 
day without shadow"-marvellous! and then, at last, "The Second Night 
of the Week." "Now I have come to C[a]esar' s Gate " and the moment the 
words are read a world opens, a dream world, yet disturbingly real. I have 
tried again & again to explain to myself why this poem in particular has for 
me such an overpowering sense of mystery and importance, as if its few 
words, so sparingly used, were somehow the key to a whole strange region 
of experience remote from waking life. 

It has something to do with its music of course, so subtle and so varied, 
and its vast landscape with the suggestion of ruined splendors, and the 
raging blast, and the magnificent close, those last three lines with their 
echoing music. 

But nothing logical can explain its thrilling power over my imagination. 
I love all your poems but this I love the best. To me it is one of the ultimate 
poems, something, which like 'Kubla Khan' or the lyrics of Shelley, will 
always be part of my secret life. 

It is so endlessly fascinating this power in words, just the ordinary 
everyday words of human speech, to suggest when arranged in a certain 

* Duncan made Adam several hand-made books, including this one which has not 
been identified. 
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magical order, something beyond the reach of speech, that hints and 
breathes of mysteries beyond what is actually said. 

How can I attempt to thank you, Duncan, for this lovely thing? This 
book that seems alive in a way no printed book could be. I shall treasure it 
always. It will always be an enchantment to me fresh with the surprise of 
its arrival. 

Your ballad, which I now know by heart, is still casting its black spell 
over my imagination. * I can plunge into it whenever everyday life becomes 
too oppressive. Everyone who has heard it has been thrilled by its weird 
power and beauty. 

William Carlos Williams read at the museum last week, and Ruth Witt 
gave a nice party for him the night before.t I thought him a charming 
person but, through some lack in myself, I just can't appreciate his poetry . 
I admire it but without love. 

He was talking of Ezra Pound most of the time at the party, and 
complaining that he was too obscure, and that his early lyrics in "Personae, " 
which to me is sheer enchantment, were too slight. 

I think Pound's obscurity scarcely matters because the marvelous parts 
of the Cantos, the slave boy who is really a god, and the appearance of the 
beasts on the enchanted ship, and the lynx dream, and "Tudor indeed is 
gone with all its rose" and so many others, are so toweringly great, that the 
obscure parts that only scholars can understand, just drop into the 
background.+ 

Your friends Liam Gallagher and Robert Rheem asked me to dinner 
and to a big party afterwards just before they left for Cornell. Ruth Witt was 
there too, but no one else I knew. They used the hou se on Vallejo St. and 
had created a magical flower fantasy on Japanese themes for the dinner 
table. It was a dream of colour & the cunning use of space, very lovely and 
strange. 

* Duncan sent "Ballad for Helen Adam, " later called "Man at the Crossroads, " in 
an earlier (undated) letter to Adam. 
t Professor Ruth Witt-Diamant founded the Poetry Center at San Francisco State 
College in 1953 . It became an important locus for the writing communiry, and 
many poets passing through San Francisco read there, including William Carlos 
Williams, Dylan Thomas, Muriel Rukeyser and Theodore Raethke. Local poets 
such as Michael McClure, Jack Spicer, Jack Gilbert, Madeline Gleason , and Ebbe 
Borregaard either took or taught workshops. 
:j: Adam slighcly misquotes the line "Tudor indeed is gone and every rose," from 
the end of Canto LXXX. 
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Your ballad had just arrived so I read it to them and they adored it. 
Gallagher told me some fascinating stories about the natur e spirits of 

Big Sur, and an old seeress who has power over the weather. I thought it 
was sweet of them to ask me because I had only met them briefly at Ruth 's 
going away party for you. 

I send two of my poems. One I tried on that marvellous fan dance in 
"Uge tsu. " But I saw the movie around Xmas, and wrote the poem a few 
weeks ago, and in the interval I have completely forgotten what the word 
"Uge tsu" meant. I hope it was the nam e of the ghost's father because I want 
to keep all the U 's in the verse where I have used it , hoping that they give 
a hollow ghostly effect. But probabl y I am wrong and it means something 
quite different. 'Doll Song ' I wrot e several years ago. It is the only ballad , 
besides ' the Stepmother' that I have done about dolls . They have a different 
aspect in it but still somewhat sinister. I know it is too long, and that I 
should shorten it ruthl essly, but when I wrote it I felt it needed the length 
to create the atmosphere of a long drawn out dream. * I am sending you a 
curiou s old novel 'Malcolm' by George MacDonald. Here and there in a 
ramblin g and exasperating story, ther e are several fine weird episodes. One 
I like especially in the chapter called 'The Cloud ed Saphires .' It is about a 
proud lady who is gruesomely done to death by the chill. A very pleasing 
devil horse lies across the threshold of her room . 

Ida has asked me to dinner tomorrow, so I will see Princess again. Kilty 
is still carrying on his frenzied feud with our neighbour 's dear good little 
black cat. I really believe he would murd er it if he could. Have you acquired 
your coal black kittens yet? Little black Spanish cats should be full of 
fantastic temperam ent . t 

My love to you both, and again thank you, Dunc an, for your rare and 
lovely gift. 

affectionately Helen 

* "Do ll's Song" was published in Adam 's Selected Poems and Ballads, Helikon 
Press, 1974. "Ugetsu " was never published . 
t Ida Hodes was the secretary of the Poet ry Center. While Duncan and Jess were 
in Mallorca, Hodes cared for their cat Princess. When they returned co San 
Franc isco, the cat refused to leave Hodes. Helen's cat was named Kilty. 
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[17 July 1955) 

Dear Helen- This is a short note-to send a new ballad-the Green 
Lady.* I take a great pleasure in writing these because I don 't need your so 
enthusiastic letters to know that they will have their day once they arrive
and I imagine often as I write them how you will read them ; I sit in my fancy 
in your front room by the fire and hear them. As we all will someday. CJ[ Your 
poems arrived-The Doll Song has as you always do some haunting 
passages-tho the poetics is certainly not condensare. I have, that is, 
questions always about your work-it has taught me that there is a 
continuity of what is at work in Coleridge or Blake, and a life of poetry kept 
outside of the fashions of the day-of a fireside art of wonder making. It 
is so much part & parcel of your work that you "over-do" it-that the Doll's 
Song is not distilled. What is it that makes Blake's Mental Traveler seem 
condensed to me, or Christabel condensed, and the Doll's Song not? Yes the 
dolls that are angels; the dame and her garden are all the central matter of 
the poetic legend. My questioning is never of my enjoying-it is quite 
keen-but of my sense of the art and then of the form. Coleridge tries to 
keep it rough and archaic-and so to make it difficult; and to keep the work 
undisclosed. Blake goes no further than the Revelation. And as I begin to 
address myself to this form, and via your poems to address myself to it: my 
instinct is that it is enough and all that the dolls-angels and the hate-love 
be revealed. Is it that you go further and dramatize them? The poem, 
anyway, is here and there a dream, a "reve"elation; and in its usual course 
a fiction. I certainly can't make the distinction clear right now its seems
But your poems as they arrive inspired the Green Lady. 

What did learned Coleridge know 
in the fastness of his heart 
that turnd him from the spirit world 
to the years of ceaseless talk? 

Who followd after Christabel 
and waited at the door? 

love 
Robert 

* Revised and published in Derivations: Selected Poems 1950-1956, Fulc rum Press, 
1968. 
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What brightness of the air would come 
if he wrote more? 

An angelic doctor stood guard 
against the bright bright rain, 
and gave him opium to ease 
immortal pain 

THE GREEN LADY 

My Lady rode out from her green house 
and her eye in the bright of noon 
was bright with another light than the sun's, 
distilld from a green as the green sap runs 

dark of the earth, fire of the air, 
brightness of May, green of the leaf. 

My Lady rode out in the fields of noon 
to claim the Adam as her own. 

To claim the Adam as her own 
upon his wedding day. 
His mother heard the horns of May 
like jackdaws in a bright peach tree. 
She saw in her loved son's sleeping eye 
like fruit of the garden into which we die 
the dreams of the night that were so bright 
they shone in the light of day. 

My son , my son, the good dame said, 
Think of your true heart 's bride 
That our good Lord to please you by 
took from out of your side. 
The other world, all green and gold, 
shone in her poor son's eye. 

Dear Christ upon Griefs holy tree 
gave the body of this world to thee. 
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To save this world from that other world 
He took the Cross upon his back 
and He was born & died. 

She laid his wedding clothes out black 
upon the white white bed. 
She laid her fond light hand upon 
his heavy head. 

Across the fields between two worlds 
the fairy hosts of day 
went out like streams in the moving grass 
where no true breezes were. 
The rivery green of the bright spring wheat 
waved in the still still air. 

I hear another world, poor Adam said, 
another world I see. 
The flesh of this world is dark today. 
The joys of my heart pass away 
like a host of folk that thru the grass 
appear to be poppies to this world's eye 

all lightness they are, of another air, 
they burn with a red fire. 

Like childhood's joy they pass. 
The poppy fires in the green field's hair, 
the sunlit ghosts of the month of May , 
the folk that carry my joys away 

into the other eternal room 
where I shall never be the groom. 

The church bells rang for the bride and groom 
against the brightnesses of day. 
Adam and his true Bride went within. 
The holy sacrament of life and death 
guarded the concourses of breath . 
The holy vows like angels stood 
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to guard the doors of their hot blood. 
The bands upon their fingers bright 
shone like lanterns for the night. 

The Wedding stood against their sin 
like the bells chat alarmd the still of day. 
The groom and bride were wed within. 

Our Lady rode to her green house, 
bright as noon her eye. 
And with her rode like a ghost of noon 
immortal Adam, green as the leaf, 
red as the flower bright with sleep. 

Two Adams there were where our Lady smiled. 
One rode by her side, the wild bridegroom, 
his tearless eye a green green joy 
in all the false world that cannot die; 
his broken heart a bright peach tree 
in that false wood chat can not grieve; 
his other soul like the air on fire 
in chat false garden burnd for her, 

our Lady of green desire. 

13th June [1955] 
Dear Robert, 

How extraordina1y your ballads are! and what variation and excitement 
you bring to the ancient form. 'The Green Lady' is a radiant thing, 
quivering with light and colour, utterly different from the weird, dark, 
northern world of the Black man, and yet quite its equal in beauty and 
strangeness. * 

I am more than happy co hear chat any spark in 'Doll Song' couched off 
your creation of a ballad as lovely and profound as chis. 

* The correspondence has several troubling references to "the Black Man, " who is 
the devil in Duncan 's ballad " Man at the Crossroads ." In Robert Lewis Stevenson 's 
Thrawn Janet-a story that terrified Adam as child-a black man enters a small 
village professing to be a preacher , but turns out to be the devil in disguise. 
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I am not capable of fathoming all its mystical meanings , but it enchants 
me utterly . If I am not reading it I am thinking about it , enjoying its 
mystery and glowing , fantastic pictures. 'The fairy ghosts of day,' in the 
fields between two worlds. Those folk that, 'appear to be poppies to this 
world's eye.' how lovely! How magical! And the wonderful way you use 
angels. The holy vows like angels stood, To guard the doors of their hot 
blood.( '] And the mystical mingling of green and red , the green eyes, the 
red flowers, the green field's hair; as though a whole mysterious green wood 
universe were somehow taking human form. 

You know, it is really strange. There has been a spell of glorious spring 
weather, and I have never known Sutro woods more beautiful. I have been 
walking Kilty in their lonely groves early every morning before starting for 
work, and spending hours there at the weekends watching the light on the 
leaves, and the dancing colours of red and green, the sudden glittering reds, 
and the myriad changing tones of green . I felt all around me the atmosphere 
of poetry , but I couldn't write anything. Now it is as though you had given 
a voice to the secret life of that forest world ; even to "The bells that alarmed 
the still of day." For there are always bells sounding through the forest from 
some of the church towers of San Francisco. 

Many thanks for your comments on "Doll Song.'' I know I am apt to 
'over do ,' to pile up the romantic trapping s instead of trusting that a hint 
will suffice, and to dramatize my beings instead of just letting them emerge . 
When I am writing a ballad I always see the scene and the actors with 
extreme vividness , but I have never yet succeeded in transferring more than 
a sort of far off memory of it into words . Sometimes I suspect that words 
are not my medium, and that if only I could paint I could catch what I see 
more directly , but I haven't even a shadow of ability for painting. 

It doesn 't bother me too much any more that I cannot write in 
contemporary forms . I have often tried but the results are always flat. So 
now I quote Thoreau ' to myself. "If a man does not keep pace with his 
companions perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him 
step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away." 
Condensing I think I can do sometimes. 'Kiltory ' seems to me successfully 
condensed, and The Stepmother ' was a much longer poem in my first few 
drafts ofit. But every now and then I get tangled up, as though in a spider 's 
web, with a long ballad like 'Doll Song, ' which seems stubbornly to stay 
long whatever I try to do to it. I feel that you are right , and that I should 
try to make my rhymes less smooth and monotonous . I know that 
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especially in a long ballad they have a soporific effect, yet when I purposely 
make them rough it somehow seems artificial. Coleridge could do it, but 
then he was Coleridge. I loved your charming little rhyme about him, with 
its "bright, bright rain, " and haunting questions. 

By the way, you should see the Princess. She is an absolute picture. Ida 
has her brushed and groomed till she glitters like a black diamond. She 
scrolled with Victorian dignity through Ida's lovely house, occasionally 
lapsing into the little frisks and prancings of a contented cat. Part of the 
time she spent at the back door chittering at the inoffensive dog, who 
belongs to the neighbours, and dared to peer at her from the top of the 
stairs. He obviously longs to be friendly, but she will not tolerate such 
presumption . 

Just before I left she did a little dance with her shadow, which showed 
up clearly on the pale matting of the living room floor. We watched 
enthralled from the doorway, while the bewitching little being tapped at 
the shadows of her waving tail or of the tops of her ears, floating airily co 
and fro, scarcely couching the ground with her lightly beating paws. She 
danced with tranced concentration, needing no ocher companion but her 
shadow. le was like looking on at one of the secrets of the feline race. 

I enjoyed Ida 's gay, fresh poster paintings. She gave me a delightful 
flower one, very spontaneous and vivid. 

We find your absurd, seraphic, portrait of Pumpkin most soothing to 
live with. When we are rushing out to work in the mornings , there he is, 
beaming on the wall, in blissful Buddhasattva [sic] peace, his toes turned 
up with complete content. I wonder if you ever received a little Scottish 
magazine 'The Saltire,' which Pac and I enclosed with our first letters to 
you? I ask because things sometimes go astray in the customs, and I am 
curious to know if you liked "Doon-By[, "] a poem in Scots by A.L. Taylor 
which was published in it . Pat and I love chat thing , but everyone else we 
have showed it too [sic] has found it too aggressively Scotch. I hoped that 
you and Jess would like it too. 

Love from Helen 

More and more I feel chat 'Green Lady' is one of the most marvelous poems 
you have yet created. It is dazzlingly beautiful. Things like-

'She saw in her loved son's sleeping eye 
Like fruit of the garden into which we die 
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The dreams of the night that were so bright 
They shone in the light of day.' 

and the two last verses, and the very last three lines, the magical use of the 
world "false." 

I cannot tell you what joy it gives me, this lovely, mysterious, shining 
thing. 

Thank you once more, 
Helen 

20 agosto 55 

Dear Helen/ The days are quite warm, but the nights seem more than hot. 
Perhaps, as Kenneth Anger who is visiting suggests, the sun warming first 
one area, then another, incites a movement of air. In the dark of night there 
is no breeze. Great moths flutter about our light and a chorus of cricket, 
mosquito and beetle has replaced the lusty orchestra of frogs of May and 
June. On such a night , haunted by the supernatural oppression of the 
weather-we talk of Dracula , of cat and wild ghosts, of the dead in Homer 
lapping at the blood-filled fosse. I read the strange section from Smart's 
Jubilate Agno about man 's regaining his horns-ending "God be gracious 
this day to bees and beeves-" It is just such an evening for contemplation 
of the cauld that now by lamplight (electricity goes off on Saturdays at 
midnight) while Jess lays out cards for a game of solitaire I take up my pen 
to converse with you for a while. After your inquiring about the tale of the 
two blood brothers I searched but did not find it among my notebooks
then the other night I had a session of writing a story telling, but at present 
I am dissatisfied with the results. Still, as soon as I type out a copy I shall 
send it. The scene meeting the watchman I like-but the story the 
watchman tells I don't really like. I know so little about how to hold the 
presence of a story; how more than believable Lilith or Alice in Wonderland 
seem. It 's the incarnation of evil and good, of a curse and a blessing, that 
I am fascinated by in poetry. The actual curse is something present in the 
world of the poem -t hat the poet discovers, comes up. Feels its presence in 
the writing, and then, there , must and can keep his eye and ear clear. For 
me the very atmosphere of poetic terror is a dreadful lucidity . From which, 
or in which, the prayer for the healing arrives. And, as reverants swarm 
about the pools of human despair , so too, when the seance approaches the 
precincts of danger the guardian spirits stand close about . Hence, the 
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closeness of hearth and threat (a near anagram); like the intentioning of 
love and death-a most potent design. 

In writing the poems for the limited edition I turned for the first rime 
since the Medieval Scenes to a sense of "visions"-growing from contem
plation of the collages done for the book. There are twelve done to date. 
The special magic of it is that it is a series written to be dispersed-I shall 
keep no copies of the poems (rho since both Jess and I will have copies of 
the edition two of the poems will remain with us). Thus each reader of the 
limited edition will start out with one part of a mysterious map or design. 
I myself shall have forgotten the nature of the chain. And perhaps see some 
of the other links, but never all of them. I, myself, will from time to rime 
come across these old pieces of a riddle. Like a recipe of fourteen pages cut 
up and sold page by page. In Medieval Scenes I "crossed my eyes" in order 
to focus upon a group of people sitting around a table . In the Caesar's Gate 
poems I am looking at the order of Jess's collages, themselves a hidden 
order. 

What I want to reach in stories is something like the hidden order of 
these works in prose poetry. That is an inscrutable reference, a door into 
an autonomous world. Carroll had a design-objects in the room, the cats, 
the chess board-which like the collages or the dinner table in the Medieval 
Scenes or the series of fixations (St Mark[ ']s, Bernini 's head, Rousseau's 
Dream canvas) in the Venice Poem-an objective correlative . 

Passing thoughts of part of the evening- which I send as tokens again 
of these many times we think of you and Pat and your mother and wicked 
Mr. Kiltie [sic]. 

love, 
Duncan 

26 agosto 55 

Dear Helen/ I'll stop now in this late light which is an enchanting hour as 
the sun sinks into the low sea, and write you this bit. What an intoxicating 
season of George MacDonald we are having! for at Shorr' s English rental 
library in Palma I had found Alec Forbes of Howglen into which Jess and I 
have been launched these days now and if you have never read it, it is a most 
Dickensish novel-tho I think MacDonald has a more clear faith in the 
good-he kens its nature and one believes wholly-bur that is not what 
was on my mind. It was a passage a bit about: 
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A few moments and she was fast asleep, guarded by God's 
angel, the cat, for whose entrance she took good care ever after 
to leave the door ajar. 

There are ways of keeping the door of the mind also, ready as 
it is to fall to, ajar for the cat. 

What cld be more delicious for our own minds? It is often I think of our 
dear little ones and wonder if we did ill indeed to leave them for whatever 
cause after, having petted them so and made over them for our pleasure. 
Billy and Geoffrey don 't quite so win my heart. They are dear; but in the 
beginning I acknowledged that we would be keeping company for but a 
short time. 

Yesterday [George MacDonald's] Sir Gibbie arrived . So you see what 
a vein of Scotch country romances we are in for. I wish I could hear you read 
the speech, and I am sure it could amuse you to hear Jess and me do our 
bewildered best with reading those passages aloud. In our imaginations 
however we dwell in the heart of it, and a good good heart it is. <JI And the 
book, well it won't be out for a month. We had announcements printed 
and I shall send you one . I am surprised at the reception of the limited 
edition . It now seems quite clear that it will be sold out. Jess has done all 
but two of the special collages (which means he did some twenty odd out 
of which I have done poems for ten-which leaves some more to be done 
in which I shall find the three remaining-one for me, one for Jess and one 
for the publisher Creeley). But the marvelous outcome is a bit of home 
magic. For the thirteen collages are to be a book, disp ersed like the leaves 
of a book among thirteen holders. Once it leaves my pen and Jess's scissors 
and paste-pot it will come into being as it falls apart. I shall keep no copies 
of the poems any more than Jess can keep a copy of his collages. But the 
numbered copies of the edition will give the sequence of the scenes. This 
whole mystery has made for a most excited period of work. Indeed, I have 
written with the sense that I too in writing am about a hidden other work 
that must go like seeds from the pod of the whole where it is wanted. These 
special collages are in color which will set grandly in the volume. At this 
point I live in a way to see the book at last from the press and in my hands. 

Maybe you had better send your subscription now to the press to insure 
that you get your copy-I did not think when I told you to wait that others 
would come in before the book was out. 

We were both so delighted with Pat's drawing of Kiltie and we are 
sending herewith our urgent appeals for a sketch or two from this season. 
We promise to send drawings of our new companions. 
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It is so very cheap, or rather it is cheaper than lett ers to send manu
scripts . So I do vow Helen I shall send a batch on to you. What is it that 
can take up our days so and whisk them out from under? Jess has been doing 
a lot of painting-and the last three are scenes remembered from 
[MacDonald's] Princess and Curdie. One canvas of the Grandmother with 
her fire of roses and her birds, with Curdie thrusting his trusting hands into 
the rose glow; another of the Grandmother at the spinning wheel, and a 
third of Curdie asleep with Lena attacked by the birds. 

love, Robert 

2nd Sept. [1955] 
Dear Duncan, 

Thanks for your delightful letters. We are all fascinated by the details 
of the magic special edition. Only you could have thought of something as 
strange and enchanting as a book that is created to be dispersed, only 
coming alive in separation. It is a little like the legend of the tarot cards, 
which were supposed to be the scattered pages of a mysterious book which 
has never been completely rediscovered. I see you and Jess as magicians , 
tossing these unique pages into space, each one a beautiful and weird 
creation which flies and circles out in its own orbit . 

Everyone who owns a copy will be consumed with curiosity to see all 
the rest; and yet the fact that it is so unlikely that the 13 will ever come 
together again at the same time, & that even you will not have kept copies, 
gives the who le thing its dreamlike quality. The book will beat its wings in 
another dimension, complete and alive, but exist here wandering in 
separauon. 

It is splendid that the limit ed edition is already sold out. I sent my ten 
dollars to Ida about three weeks ago. I hope that was early enough . 

We are most interested to hear that you are working now on a story. The 
very name, 'The Watchman' gives one a shiver of weird anticipation. But 
I hope you will never concentrate on prose to the exclusion of poetry. So 
many can write stories for the one rare person who can create a real poem. 
Every now & then, often when I am thinking of quite other things, lines 
of yours flash through my mind, and always with the effect of revelation. 
"The Black Man vanished into his roar" seems to me worth a whole volume 
of ghost stories, and I would rather have the three lines ... . 
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"awake 
As if there will now be no sleep, 
Sleep being a secret in this place. 
0 Alexander! 0 conq ueror of the wastes!" 

than a regiment of novels. I feel sure they will be remembered long after 
most of what is being written and published today is forgotten. 

Of course it is fine to experiment with all forms, and you might well 
write a wonderful fantastic romance on the lines of [MacDonald's) 
"Lilith. " To me one of the most exciting things about your work is the 
element of surprise. One never knows what to expect for you never repeat 
yourself. When I first read "Ballad for Helen Adam" I thought you couldn 't 
surpass it, but The Green Lady' actually does. I chink it is an even greater 
poem. Of course it is foolish to compare them. The y are different worlds, 
and are not in competition with each other. But having brooded joyfully 
over them both ever since you sent them to me, I think The Green Lady' 
has more feeling of tragic humanity. It seems in some mysterious way to be 
revealing and yet concealing, beyond its shimmering colours , and airy, 
changing music, some hidden and difficult truth. Noc only is it a poem of 
breath-caking beauty, which the Black Man is too in its weird gothic 
fashion, it is a mystic thing, disturbing and haunting. One of those poems , 
and how few they are in a lifetime, that, as Catherine says of her dreams in 
"Wuthering Heights" "have gone through and through me like wine 
through water, and changed the colour of my mind.["] I don't believe that 
anything written in prose has that irresistible power. 

But of course I am eager to read the M.S.S. of your story, and Pat is 
looking forward to it especially, because she cares more for stories than for 
poetry. 

I loved your cat quotation from George MacDonald . Imagine finding 
"Alec Forbes" in Palma! I have read it a long time ago, but I remember that 
it was spoiled for me by a scene I would not have believed my dear George 
MacDonald could have written. I mean the one when the school boys 
deliberately stone and torture a dog nearly to death. I believe it was 
supposed to be a vicious dog chat ran around biting people, & if they had 
shot and killed it instantly that would have been endurable, but George 
MacDonald , unless I misunderstood his intention, really seemed to be on 
the side of the boys in their cruel enjoyment in punishing the poor beast. 
It seems so strange that he of all people could have written it, with his deep 
love and reverence for animals, and his realization chat they are spiritual 
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and immortal beings. I don't think any of his realistic novels can approach 
'Lilith' & 'Phantastes' or any of the wonderful fairy tales, but there is 
usually something lovely in all of them like leaving the door ajar for God's 
angle, the cat. How I should love to see Jess's paintings for 'The Princess 
and Curdie!' With his gifts for the uncanny I can imagine what magic he 
has made with the fire of roses and Lena. I always thought I loved "T he 
Visitation" and "Approac h to the castle" best of all Jess's paintings that I 
have seen, but I find that the one I remember most vividly is that 
extraordinarily self portrait, with Pumpkin dancing his witch's dance, and 
your face in the tree. 

I haven 't heard any recent news of Pumpkin and Kit, but the Princess 
is beautiful and thriving, seemingly none the worse for her dramatic battle 
with the ball of string. Ida adores her, and indulges her every whim. 
Coming home one night she was followed by an adorable kitten, and 
intended to adopt it as a companion for Princess. But the royal lady had 
other ideas. She took one look at that kitten and chased it not only out of 
the house but half way up the street. I wonder if she would remember 
Pumpkin & Kit Kat now if she met them again, or if she would regard them 
as rivals, as "wicked Mr. Kilty" seems to regard every other cat. I know how 
you must miss the three gentle little beings , even though your new kittens 
sound very sweet. Their cat Karmas were certainly intertwined with yours, 
and Princess especially really seemed to feel an emotional attachment to 
you, so far as one may presume to fathom the mysterious heart of a cat. 

I love to think of you and your friends speaking of cat ghosts, and 
hopgoblin [sic] lore during those strange hot nights of Spain. I enclose a 
cutting on feline ghosts from that little magazine "Fate" which along with 
a great deal of obvious hokum occasionally publishes something that seems 
to me oddly convincing. I have a feeling that the cat double in this is true. 
As a change from George MacDonald I am sending a fairy tale by a living 
writer which has enchanted Pat &I, 'The Hobbit' by J .R. Tolki[e]n. I twas 
first published in 1938 but we have only just discovered it. Perhaps with 
your knowledge of magic tales you may know it already but I hope it will 
be new to you as it was to us. It is very Northern in atmosphere in contrast 
to your supernatural hot Spanish nights . There is a wonderful chapter 
called 'Riddles in the Dark' where a creature called Gollum appears, one 
of those fantastic creations that seem more real than any number of would 
be realistic characters in ordinary novels. Then there is a memorable battle 
between dwarves and spiders, and a magnificent dragon named Smaug, 
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superlative conceited beast, whose end though well deserved, I deplore. I 
wish I could hear you both reading the riddle scene aloud. 

Love from us all, Helen 

1 February 56 
dear Helen: 
Here on my icy typewriter I'll keep my fingers hammering away long enuf 
to get a letter started at least. London has been most exciting with its great 
museums, with its Turners and Blakes; and then I love the twisting streets 
and the shops whose small paned windows were part of the fairyland of 
childhood['] s books . As London was. & you know I do love this very same 
language that I use too in my own fashion. But London has been the scene 
of sad and yet entirely sad revelations. It is quite clear that unless something 
quite extraordinary happens we will not be able to travel any longer; it is 
much too expensive. And so there is there the sad part: that there will be 
no Italy and no South of France, no Matisse chapel at Ven[i]ce and no 
Ravenna. Yet it is an un-sad part because there will all the sooner [be] a 
return to long missd friends and our own beloved city. I do not know how 
very soon it will be. We plan anyway to be here until the first of March and 
then go back to Mallorca where-from perhaps just the year from our leaving 
San Francisco we will leave Europe to return. • Your Christmastime 
generosity blossomd into French surrealism. I wish only that my poor mind 
could be blossoming again . Well, I do get almost the feel of working from 
time to time. But such a mixture of excitements, anxieties etc. as would do 
for any neurosis very well-but for us writers these are only the costs and 
savings of new work. I chink tho that here in London I have already made 
some new friends for my work. And I sold two poems to a magazine calld 
TRUTH which someone Martin Seymour-Smith edits for poetry, and 
shall get two guineas . 

Well: here is a poem which I managed in the middle of a poem which 
now I done like entire. But this "song" I do like. 

Often I am permitted to return to a meadow 
chat is not mine, but is a made place 
-as if the mind made it up-a poem. 
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Often I am permitted to return to a hall 
that is a made place, created by light 
wherefrom the shadows that are forms fall, 

Wherefrom fall all architectures I am 
I say are likenesses of the First Beloved 
whose flowers are flames lit to a Lady. 

Often I am permitted to return to a poem 
where I too stirrd may burn however poor 
and turn my face to her shadowless door. * 

We have read here two more books of MacDonald[']s, but not I fear at all 
as good as we found Malcolm and Sir Gibbie ( the new ones were Donald 
Grant and There and Back); and we found a copie of the Light Princess 
which containd at least part of what the book we had read containd. Then 
we have read (borrowd from a friend here) the first volume of the 
FELLOWSHIP OF THE Rr G of Tolkien which we consumed with immense 
relish, reading aloud for a day and a half and haunting ourselves with his 
wonderful world. Tell Pat that I wish I could take up my two brothers (I 
left that notebook in San Francisco) and find myself in a world complete 
that way. But poetry is another world. And however we get to our 
"meadow" it is the grace of books that they are doors. Did I write about our 
finding on a Paris bookstand a copy of E. Nesbit's Magic City and how 
much we liked it? 

I have floating ideas for a new play-and if I could only "turn out " a 
story (as Pat would like) I learn that here I could get a good advance. I do 
not indeed know . But ifl do it shall be in part a gift for I shall have you as 
imaginary readers. 

love- Duncan 

Feb. 12 [1956] 
Dear Duncan, 

Thank you for your 'sad and un-sad ' letter. Like all your friends we will 
be selfishly delighted if you both return to San Francisco sooner than you 

* These stanzas initiated Duncan 's poem "Often I Arn Permitted to Return to a 
Meadow, " which is the first poem in The Opening of the Field, Grove Press, 1960. 
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had planned; but at the same time we are truly sorry that you must miss so 
much of Europe, at least on this trip. It is exasperating to chink chat because 
travel is expensive you are to be denied the enchanting places that so many 
people will see without at all appreciating them. I do feel that exceptionally 
gifted artists should be subsidized. People without a fraction of your talents 
and Jess's have been given Gug[g]enheim fellowships for travel. Surely 
there must be something like that you could apply for, or are those things 
so slow moving chat it would take too much time and effort to attempt? 

At least you have explored Spain and Paris and London, and in spite of 
worries, it must have been an enormously enriching experience. I wish you 
could have had a glimpse of Scotland. 

It is maddening that money, when one has not just enough, as is always 
the case with us too, should loom so important. On the other hand, who 
would not rather have been the penniless Keats of Blake, than any of the 
rich men who lived in their day? And you are certainly of their kin. You 
write that you wish your mind would blossom creatively again, but a few 
lines further on you send the song "Often I am permitted to return to a 
meadow," and it is flawless, one of the very loveliest things you have ever 
done . 

It breathes the same exulted air as 'The Second Night of the Week' and 
'The Green Lady.' 

If you had written nothing but this perfect little song your year of travel 
would have been more than worth while. It reminds me somehow, in 
atmosphere, of one of Blake's long lyrics which I love very much, 'The 
Book of Thell [sic].' It has the same radiant strangeness. No anxieties, 
disappointments, or hovering neurosises [sic], should shadow your joy in 
being capable of this sort of creation. 

It is good that you have found new friends and markets for your work 
in France and England, and most exciting that you plan a new story and 
play. The fairylike atmosphere of 'The Blood Brothers' has stayed haunt
ingly in our minds. You read it to us immediately after "Faust Foutu ," and 
ifit had not been very good it must have been overshadowed by the impact 
of that play heard for the first time. But Pat actually liked it even better than 
'Faust. ' We are both charmed to be imaginary readers of the new tale you 
contemplate. 

We are still finding fresh excitements in 'Caesar's Gate.' It is indeed a 
door into a magic meadow. 

The Diver's [sic] Press have just sent me another special edition. 
Perhaps they got the lists mixed up and did not realise that mine was sent 
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from Spain. It is number 10, with a wonderfu l poem and collage on the gifts 
of the dim vision , with the owl, and the jewels, and the swimmer, 
descending to the secret forest or city in the sea. Shall I return it to them 
or keep it for you when you return? I wish that I could afford to buy it too. 
Dreams ride on the wings of that owl. 

I think that you and Jess collaborating could create the most marvellous 
surrealistic film. The dreadful 'Daddy Sunday' with his black umbrella is 
a character already, and I can just imagine a shot of those two hands in the 
field, and the small one beginning to beckon, or to move away. 

We do not know E. Nesbit 's 'The Magic City,' but 'Five Chi ldren and 
It ' and 'The Wonderful Garden' were among the joys of our childhood , 
and still have not lost their power to enchant. 

As for Tolkien, we have been reveling in 'The Fellowship of the Ring,' 
'T he Two Towers,' and the just published 'Return of the King ,' reading 
chem with amazement and joy. The land ofLothlorien 'Then there is a lady 
in the Golden Wood!' How magical that is! And 'All swords perish that 
pierce that dreadful king,' and the Ringwraiths, and the elfin horses, and 
the Fair House of Elrond, and Treebeard, and the drums crying doom in 
the deep, and the appalling 'Shelob' the gigantic spider! But she comes in 
the second book 'The Two Towers .' I expect you have read it by now , but 
if by chance you haven 't I can send it to you if you will be in Mallorca long 
enough. I think it takes about six weeks for a book to travel. Did you get 
'The Hobbit' which I hoped would reach you before you left for Paris from 
Mallorca? In it, rho ugh it was written years ago, Tolkien seems to be feeling 
towards the world of the Lord of the Rings. I remember that 'The Blood 
Brothers' had something of the same high atmosphere of heroic romance, 
but unmistakabl y your own, of course, and not comparable to anyone else's 
vision. I hope you will resurrect that notebook when you return. 

I expect you will have heard that Ruth has succeeded in getting a 
Rockefeller grant for the Poetry Center. 

I certainly hope that you will be running it again, if you would not find 
the wear and tear too much. Love to you both from us all. 

Pat was enchanted by the meadow song too. 
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24 February 56 
Dear Helen/ 

Did we never write about the Hobbit? We read him like lions go after 
a succulent gazelle, in raptures. And in England Gael Turn bull lent us the 
first volume of the Fellowship. Which we have now askd him to buy entire 
for us (during London's Nationa l Book Week) and we are hoping it will 
get here before we leave. • Yes, things have sped on and even fallen a bit into 
place. Charles Olson wrote from Black Mountain College asking-ifI was 
coming back early-would I take over teaching writing at the college; the 
job to last until September when I will go on to the Poetry Center again in 
San Francisco. It was a very good offer in all, and so off we go ... leaving 
here around the 5th of March to go to Lisbon via Madrid and the Prado, 
sailing from Lisbon the week following. So my next address will be Black 
Mountain College, Black Mountain , North Carolina. Home base of the 
Divers Press and I shall be able to straighten out whatever did happen with 
the limited editions. You see we sent copies from here to subscribers; and 
I'll bet that Creeley sent copies from there to subscribers . ... anyway keep 
care of the extra copy (you may have your choice of course, since fate sent 
you a choice)- and I shall direct any enquires about copies of the limited 
edition to you . The Burtons wrote asking if they might be able to buy a 
copy. Well, there are only two copies left unsold-you have one-and I 
wonder where the other is?• Jess and I are preparing my three ballads which 
now with the addition of a preface and a story has become a very handsome 
book H OMAGE TO COLERIDGE which we are going to leave with the printer 
here and which I shall finance out of my salary at Black Mountain. The 
preface and the story will be printed-and the little book of ballads done 
with drawings and script.* • At the printer[']s we saw Black Mountain 
Review #6 which is printing a great deal of my work-a long section of 
notes, and then a long poem , and in the commentary section my work on 
Olson's poems. And Jess has four collages along with a selection from his 
[Christian] Morgenstern translations . So our house is extravagantly repre
sented. When I get to the College I am going to start some kind of campaign 
to keep Creeley' s review going ... it is the only thing ofits kind on the scene. 
• And keep your ears & eyes open for news or sight of an apartment or house 
for us.Jess will stay at Black Mountain until someone hears of an apartment 

* Duncan included all of the ballads he wrote during this year in the manuscript 
Homage to Coleridge which was never published. 
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to be had at home when he will go back and take it. Preparing for mulca 
alegria at last re-entering the city after the foreign wars. 

Love, 
Robert 

Mar. 29th [1956] 
Dear Robert, 

The Black Mountain job sound s wonderful. The students will certainly 
have a stimulating time with you to teach chem, and it gives you nice time 
to find an apartment in San Francisco before September. 

We are planning to go apartment hunting ourselves because we are tired 
of paying more rent than we can really afford, and want to find a four room 
place; so we will hunt for you at the same time. 

There was an enchanting little cottage in chis district a few weeks ago 
for 50 a month , with an improbable plaster tiger in the garden, man sized, 
and with orange stripes . But the house only had three rooms, and I expect 
you want at least four, and Ida tells me you would prefer North Beach or 
Telegraph Hill. I notice vacant apartment signs whenever I am in the 
North Beach district so it should not be difficult to find something. Of 
course whatever house you live in will be turned into an Aladdin 's Cave of 
enchantment by your paintings, and drawings, and murals, but I know you 
will want big windows, and high ceilings, and I feel you should have a large 
fireplace if possible . I chink every poet and artist should have an inspiring 
fireplace, and every now and then indulge themselves with a fire of sea drift 
which leaps up in chose wonderful blue sale flames. 

I imagine Ruth has told you chat Jack [Gilbert] left the Poetry Center 
to live in Seattle , and now Allen Ginsberg is filling in until you get back. 
I chink he is good. He is very creative, and a great admirer of your 'Faust. ' 
I wonder if you heard his long poem 'Howl!' before you left? Possibly he 
had not written it then. It is really an excellent thing. 

We were thrilled to hear chat your book of ballads will be published 
next. Three ballads, and a story, and all Jess's illustrations too, sounds 
sumptuous indeed. I am looking forward also to the Black Mountain 
Review with so much of your work and Jess's collages. 

I actually dreamed of "Daddy Sunday" one night. He was crouching 
through a misty landscape, and flourishing chat black umbrella. 

We have a book addressed to Jess which you mailed from Paris. It 
arrived while we were out, and before Mocher could stop him Kiley had 
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madly nibbled an edge of the blue outer wrapping . But inside it is not 
touched and I have it locked safe in a drawer out of his reach. He is worse 
than a monkey in the hou se. Young Mike had a charming poem in his 
recent reading about Kit Kat catching his first mouse, the size of a thimble, 
and going around with his tail in the air for three days afterwards. 

We all hope you will have a lively summer at Black Mountain . Love and 
best wishes from us all · 

Helen 

April 23 , 1956 

Dear Helen/ Ida has sent me your AFTER LISTENING TO ALLEN GINSBERG 
[see end] which I find lovely indeed . And hence the enclosed a drawing . In 
my SECRET LIFE OF ROBERT CREELEY the old world charwoman Mrs Garrow 
sez: "The monocular sees with one eye and has vision in the other." 

We are most charmd by this island in time, with its landscape of mountains 
and meadows , lakes and woods. Birds provide lively distractions. Cardi
nals, blackbirds and quail. Last night the first whippoorwill. Today, from 
somewhere, a visiting peacock , all splendid blue-green and royal purple. 
Olson has given Jess (in return to the gift of a cardinal upon his limb) a 
sprmg poem: 

Bud pink enclosing 
apple White 

bud-white, bud-white, 
the tree sang, 
red-apple, red-apple 

And I have written the first part of a Masque, THE ORIGINS OF O LSON, 
for a mid-May festival here-with songs and comic turns of man's old 
history. Of course, I will hurry a typescript for my best reader. Q I am so 
delighted with your new poem that I am not satisfied. And you will allow 
me to sketch some re-vision. I agree with Ida that your first: "Through some 
poet using/ immediate magic" is right-tho there many be something in 
the more active verb "throwing." ~But forked lightning is containd? 
"Immediate" is anyway lightning and the something more of immediacy. 
Q Cut: "Let that prophet of beauty/ Live with ugliness. " Perhaps ... "Alive 
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with ugliness/ the wise may see" etc. I'm trying to break up the Let after 
the second use of it . 2 The great difficulty comes clear in the stanza: you 
have beautifully measured the line, but you have not given measure to the 
stanza. There are ten lines in the first stanza; if stanzas two and three are 
combined, with the first line of stanza three eliminated, there are twelve 
lines, which is within measure . 2Could stanza four (now three) be con
densed to ten-twelve lines? We need perhaps to throw a little immediate 
magic. There are some accuracies we need too if the magic is going to work: 
it is "vomit " not "shit " chat spills from a drunkard 's mouth. The unalter
able heart of this stanza for me, the vivid necessity is in "listen/ His heart 
in his ears, / to the cry of the kicked beast," perhaps "the vomit that spills 
from a drunkard's mouth," "G rubbing in garbage" "the lord Buddha/ may 
be found," "Amo ng the outcast, enraged, scab-tongued/ Who howl in the 
dark their wings broken ." 2 But I suggest that you alter the syntax from 
"more often .. . than" to the bold assertion chat nearer risks untruth "He 
may be found here ... not here ... not here?" This section anyway is 
clumsily done , sketchd in in your own poem as if you lost the voice and the 
attitude took hold. And then may I risk on the last stanza ( which being close 
could well depart as you do from the measure) : 

The palace of Buddha 
Is shocking glory 
as yet unuttered, 
Is shit, is star shine, forged, 
Suntower or urinal, 
Piss or rain drop built , 
the plainest words 
will best reveal it . 

But all the point at all of chis poet 's shop talk is toward providing a) 
formal changes in the course of the poem, b) variations in syntax c) a 
simpler statement. The question of stanza four (three in my recomposition[)] 
is maybe one of inspiration. It 's as if part of the statement didn 't move you 
in writing, as all the rest of it did. I on ly offer all chis because I know you 
understand chat "lovely indeed" means I would not actually play the role 
of that hero of Hawthorne 's who tried to remove The Birthmark. I know, 
chat is, that your will in poetry is equal to any comment . 

Here is a recent poem in progress: 
TH E STRUCTURE OF RIME 

[The typescript of the poem, which was revised for publication in The 
Opening of the Field, follows here.] 
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This is a very busy period for me: and at times it almost seems as if I had 
no time. The workshop-course here is much more intensive-six hours a 
week teaching, plus individual consultations . Then I am trying to build up 
the subscriptions for Black Mountain Review (the new issue shld. be here 
in a week or two). I even started Greek reading, but it has lapsed. There are 
exciting conversations with Olson-and after excitements my own writ
ing. Reading Zarathustra for the first time makes for the above poem. 

our constant love and many thots 
Duncan 

May 1st [1956] 
Dear Duncan, 

Thank you for your wonderful letter, and for the 'out of this world' 
drawing. 

I am so delighted that you liked my poem . Your criticism is, as always, 
most exciting and stimulating. 

But before I write about that, I want to tell you how electrified I was by 
your' Structure of Rime.' This extraordinary wrestling with the angel of the 
sentence is of your very finest. That stanza about Jacob and sleep, and the 
hair-raising one that begins, "Cheat at this game! she cries," are among your 
greatest. I mean 'hair raising' literally. My scalp prickled when I read 
them. 

It is amazing that your range includes the gentle almost snowflake 
delicacy of that lovely song 'Often I am permitted to return to a meadow' -
and the strength and pride of this. I have never read 'Thus Spake 
Zarathustra,' but since it inspired such a poem I will seize on it without 
delay. 

I appreciate your criticism very much. Actually I wrote 'After Listen
ing-' more as a comment than a serious attempt at a poem. It was touched 
off by Ruth Marion Baruch, a girl in the workshop who has a trick of 
irritating me. She talks about her important poems, and things like that. 
Young Ginsberg was criticizing one of her things, and told her it was 
affected, and she said 'All you know about is garbage' (She and her husband 
had walked out in the middle of Allen's reading of 'Howl' as some sort of 
suburban protest.) Something in the dense dumbness of this remark, 
because, of course she meant it as an insult, brought home to me how 
important it was for poets to accept garbage and never to feel superior to 
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it. When I got home I wrote that thing spontaneously, without consciously 
working at it at all. I was busy with rhyming Blues ballads at the time , trying 
to catch a real Blues atmosphere (I am told that they are still English ballads 
in disguise). Anyway I was much more interested in them , and I was 
astonished when I took that listening thing to the workshop, and Ida , 
whose taste I admire, liked it so much, and so did most of the others, and 
now you, whose opinion on writing, of course matters far more to me than 
anyone else's, take the trouble to revise it. 

I am very pleased, for I never feel much confidence when I write without 
rhyme; and since I had written this principal[l]y to annoy Ruth Marion , 
(an ignoble reason for a poem, & I don't think she even realized it was a 
reproof), I did not cake it at all seriously. 

It is funny about criticism. Allen said 'The cry of the kicked beast' was 
sentimental and should be cut, so I took it out. Now since you like it , it is 
going right back in again. 

I am sure you are right about the middle part. 'That prophet of beauty' 
is preachy, & 'T he shit chat spills from a drunkard's mouth ' is a very 
inaccurate line, since I did not even mean vomit but the cuss words the half 
conscious drunkard spoke. I have changed it to 'T he curses wept by a 
drunkard 's mouth.' 'T he Lord Buddha may be found more often-' was 
deliberate, because the magical insight is not always only with the violent 
and the non conformists, one feels indeed chat it should be, but then you 
find someone like George MacDonald , who really lived, on the whole, a 
stuffily conventional life, yet undoubtedly he had the fire, and there are 
others. So if you say 'He may be found here- ' but never behind the 
curtains of convention, it is not altogether tru e. As for the end yours is 
beautiful and strange, but it is not mine. I go chiefly by sound, because all 
my things, even unrhymed ones are meant to be spoken. I chant them 
aloud before I write down a word, and this last verse was more or less done 
on T. 's. 'It's shocking glory' picked up the T's in unuttered. It is difficult 
to say 'Is shocking glory' aloud, and impossible to say 'Is shit' without 
getting a hissing sound which I don 't want, and piss also is a hissing word. 
The but , in 'But the plainest words-' is supposed to echo the B's of 
Buddha , and to match the T which is the last letter of the poem. I don't 
pretend to know anything about the technic of this, I only do it by ear, but 
my ear tells me those Ts are necessary. They give it, I hope , a faint bite. I 
love your suntower, but not urinal. I chink walls of shit is enough, and I 
want walls, not solid shit, because then you have the grim idea of those walls 
rising up around you & shutting you in. I have changed 'forged of stars 
shine' to 'forged oflightnings,' and 'may tower to the sun' to ' the sun for 
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its flag.' I am not quite sure about this. I mean a great palace of golden 
lightning filling all the sky, with the sun waving from its topmost tower, 
shooting out great flags of flame, as it actually does, but possibly most 
people think of the sun as round and not flag like? 

Thank you a thousand times, dear Robert, for taking so much trouble 
with this. 

We loved Olson's little apple bud poem! 'The Origins of Olson' is a 
wonderful tide, and I can't wait to read another masque by you. I know it 
can't fail to be terrific, especially since it has songs. The songs in 'Faust ' were 
irresistible. 

I have been meeting James Broughton around and about, and like him 
very much. He is full of exciting plans for the new Poet's Theatre. I hope 
you will do your masque as soon as you get back, and perhaps 'Faust' in 
costume. I expect you know that Ruth is safely over her operation. I went 
over with Ida to see her in [the] hospital last week. It was only three days 
after she had been operated on, but even though she was obviously 
ex[h] austed she was as full of ambitious plans for the Poetry Center as ever. 
Nothing could keep Ruth down for long. I love and admire her so much. 

How delightful Robert Creeley is! He is doing the workshop with Mark 
[Linenthal] now since Ginsberg is leaving to work his way to Russia via the 
Merchant Marine. He wants to get to Moscow to find out what a dead city 
feels like. I haven't heard abou t Creeley's poems yet, but think his stories 
in 'The Gold Diggers' are fascinating and quite unlike anything else I have 
read. We are waiting eagerly for the new Black Mountain Review with your 
work & Jess's to appear at City Lights. 

I am still trying, but so far unsuccessfully to find you a good apartment. 
There are lots with only two rooms, but four or more & the choice is much 
more limited. 

I am sending Vernon Lee's stories in case you may have missed them. 
I love the tide story of the mysterious snake lady and the lonely child. I feel 
it is your sortof thing, and also the delightful 'Virgin of the Seven Daggers.' 
How lovely Black Mountain sounds with its deep woods & its birds. An 
American robin chased Mr Kilty the other day & I am ashamed to say he 
ran like a rabbit. Princess gets more beautiful all the time[.] [S]he is like a 
miniature Queen of Sheba, & is Ida 's loving shadow. 

I have framed your drawing and hung it besides Jess's 'Creation of the 
Cat. ' They look superb. 

Warmest love to you both and again many many thanks 
Helen. 
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AFT ER LI STENING TO ALLEN GI NSBERG 

Let words be naked, 
As Yeats said, walking 
The streets unashamed. 
Let the boast and chatter 
Of shop and office, 
Somehow disclose, 
Through some poet throwing 
Forked lightnin g 
The essential secret 
All language hides. 

Let him not neglect 
The seemingly trivial. 
When a monk of Zen 
Was asked by his pupil 
To define God , 
He answered "What 
Did you have for breakfast?" 

Let that prophet of beauty 
Live with ugliness. 
The wise may see 
From the city dump 
The world of Blake, 
The blazing sunflower. 

Let him listen, 
His heart in his ears, 
To the cry of the kicked beast, 
The songs of the mad, 
The shit that spills from a drunkard's mouth. 
For it is known 
That the lord Buddha 
May be found more often 
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Grubbing in garbage 
Among the outcast, enraged, scab-tongued, 
Who howl in the dark their wings broken; 
Than sitting down to a good dinner 
With chose whose lives are secure, 
Who look only from curtained windows, 
Whose speech is formal , 
Carefully censored, 
And never roars with the wrath of life. 

In fact, 
To be brief, 
The palace of Buddha, 
Its shocking glory 
As yet unuttered, 
May have walls of shit, 
Or be forged of star shine, 
May tower to the sun, 
Or be built in a rain drop, 
Bue the plainest words 
Will best reveal it. 
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CONTRIBUTORS 

HELEN ADAM was born in Seo eland in 1909. In 1939 she moved with her sister 
and mother to the U.S. to attend a cousin 's wedding, but the war prevented them 
from returning. They moved to San Francisco in 1949, where Helen Adam was 
active among the community of poets associated with the San Francisco Renais
sance. She was known for her spellbinding poetry readings, during which she 
recited her supernatural ballads. Aside from writing poetry, she made collages, 
films, and wrote a ballad melodrama, San Francisco s Burning. The sisters moved 
to New York in 196 5, and lived there for the remainder of their lives. Helen Adam 
died in 1993. 

WILL ALEXANDER has three books forthcoming in the following months: 
Towards the Primeval Lightning Field ( 0 Books), Above the Human Nerve Domain 
(Pavement Saw Press), and Impulse and Nothingness (Sun & Moon). Also poems, 
essays, and plays from Ribot, ZYZZYVA, Conjunctions, The Germ, and Orpheus 
Grid. 

PAUL CELAN (1920-1970) has rightly been called 'almost certainly the major 
European poet of the period after 1945.' Born in Czernowitz, the capital of 
Bukovina (now part of Ukraine & Romania) , he lost his parents to the Nazis, 
moved after the war to Bucharest , then Vienna & finally to Paris in 1948, the city 
that was to be his home until his suicide by drowning in the Seine in April 1970. 
Among his major writings are Sprachgitter (1959), Die Niemandsrose (1963) , 
Atemwende (1967), Fadensonnen (1968) and Lichtzwang (1970). Three posthu
mous volumes of poetry have appeared, as well as a volume of collected prose. 

GARY DAVID'S poetry was featured in Haight Ashbury Literary journal and has 
also appeared in many other magazines and antho logies, among them Black Bear, 
House Organ,]uxta, Mid-American Review, Pemmican, Synaesthetic, The Greenfield 
Review, W'ORCS. His books include The Possibilities of Blue Sky (Nort hland Press, 
1989), A LogofDeadwood(NorthAclantic Books, 1993), Remember to Murder the 
Numbers (Big Easy Press, 1995), and Tierra Zia (nine muses books, 1996) . 
Divining the Eagles Vision is forthcoming. 

NOAH DE LISSOVOY'S poetry has appeared most recencly in The Washington 
Review, Turning the Tide, and Situation. A selection of his work is forthcoming in 
the anthology Tense Present from Incommunicado . He lives in LA. 
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RIKKI DUCORNET has lived in North Africa, South America, Canada, and 
France, and now lives in Denver, Colorado, where she teaches creative writing at 
the University of Denver. Her novel The j ade Cabinet was a finalist for the 
National Book Critics Circle Award in 1993 . Her other novels are Phosphor in 
Dreamland, The Fountains of Neptune, Entering Fire, and The Stain. "The Stu dent 
from Algiers" is from a collection of short stories entitled The Word ''.Desire"which 
will be published by Henry Hole and Company in the fall of 1997. 

ROBERT DUNCAN was born in 1919 in Oakland, CA. He attended the 
University of California at Berkeley, but dropped out during his sophomore year 
and moved to the east coast. He returned to finish his degree in 1948. In 1951, he 
met his life-long companion, the painter and collage art ist Jess. Aside from poems, 
Duncan wrote essays and plays, and was a painter and illustrator. New Directions 
has recently published his Selected Poems and A Selected Prose, both edited by 
Robert J. Bertholf . 

CLAYTON ESHLEMAN'S poem "Matr ix, Blower" is from From Scratch which 
will be published by Black Sparrow Press in 1998. The first part is an investigation 
of what might be called the "deep" or Paleolithic Muse; the second part attempts 
to stand simultaneously in Upper Paleolithic and presentday time. The poem is 
also part ofEshleman's 20 year work-in-progress, "Juniper Fuse," on Paleolithic 
imagination and the construction of the underworld. Recent books of poetry 
include Nora '.r Roar (Rodent Press, 1996) and Under WorLdArrest(Black Sparrow 
Press, 1994). Eshleman's most recent translation is Watchfiends & Rack Screams 
(Works fromAmoninArtaud's Final Period [Exact Change, 1995]). He contin ues 
to edit the journal Sulfur (now in its 41st issue) while teaching in the English 
Department at Eastern Michigan University. 

NORMAN FINKELSTEIN is the author of a book of poems, Restless Messengers, 
and two books of criticism, The Utopian Moment in Contemporary American Poetry 
and The Ritual of New Creation:j ewish Tradition and Contemporary Literature. He 
is a Professor of English and Department Chair at Xavier University. 

MARY HILTON lives and works in Washington, DC, where she edits primitive 
publications. Her chapbook "Fool Savior" was published by Texture Press. Other 
works have appeared in the Washington Review, Poetics Briefi, lower limit speech and 
Texture. 

KENNETH IRBY lives and teaches in Lawrence, Kansas. His most recent book 
is Antiphonal and Fall to Fall from Kavyayantra Press in Boulder, Colorado. 
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PIERRE JORIS has a new collection of poems, Poasis, forthcoming from Sun & 
Moon, as well as two more volumes ofCelan translation s ( Threadsunsin early 1998 
& Lightduress in 1999). The second volume of his & Jerome Rothenberg 's 
anthology Poems for the Millennium will be published in February 1998 by the 
University of California Press. His "man ifessay" Towards a Nomadic Poetics will 
come our later this year from Spanner Editions, UK. Meanwhile, he & Rothenberg 
are at work on editing and translating the complete writings of Pablo Picasso. 

KEVlN KILLIAN is the author of two novels, Shy and Arctic Summer, a book of 
stories, Little Men; and a memoir, Bedrooms Have Windows. These poems are from 
his "Argento Series," an attempt to explore the human and apocalyptic dimension 
of the AIDS pandemic by reading the films of the Italian horror maestro Dario 
Argento in the light of the crisis. He lives in San Francisco. In 1998 Wesleyan will 
publish the biograph y he and Lew Ellingham have written of the US poet Jack 
Spicer (1925-1965). 

DA VlD MA TUN is the author of the novel How the Night Is Divided A non
fiction book entitled Vernooykill Creek will soon be published by San Diego State 
University Press. In this work, the author 's experiences of teaching in New York 
State prisons for many years are presented within a larger discussion of the relation 
of the prison system to contemporary American politics and culture. Matlin 
currently teaches in the English department at San Diego State University. 

ELENA RIVERA was born in Mexico City and spent her childhood in Paris, 
France. Her most recent books are Wale; or The Corse (Leave Books, 1995), The 
Wait; For Homer's Penelope (EM Press, 1994) , and two artists' books , Her Hand 
(1996) and A Botanist's Dream (1996). She currently lives in Providence, RI. 

AND REW SCHELLING teaches poetry, Sanskrit, and wilderness writing at The 
Naropa Institute. His most recent collection is Old Growth: Poems & Notebooks, 
1986-1994. Forthcoming from SmokeProof Press is a poetic journal ofChiapas 
State, Mexico, The Road to Ocosingo. The translations included in this issue are part 
of The Cane Groves of Narmada River, a volume oflndia's early classical poetry, to 
be published by City Lights. 

JULIANA SP AHR lives in Honolulu. Her book Respomeis available from Sun & 
Moon Press. She also edits Chain. 
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